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ABSTRACT 

 

 

A PHONOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF  

HUASTECA NAHUATL FROM CHICONTEPEC, VERACRUZ 

 

By 

 

Andrés Ehecatl Aguilar 

Master of Arts in Linguistics 

 

In this thesis, some salient phonological features of contemporary Huasteca 

Nahuatl from Chicontepec, Veracruz are highlighted. First, a preliminary analysis of 

the vowel and consonant inventory is presented. Second, some of the phonological 

patterns observed are discussed with support from acoustic analysis (for example, 

lenition of /k/, assimilation of /h/, and deletion of codas). In this discussion, the role 

that stress, syllable structure, and utterance-level prosody play in allophonic variation 

is explored, such as glottal stop epenthesis. These phenomena are discussed in light of 

the interaction between morphology and phonology. Also, new light is shed on word-

final Nahuatl nasal allophony: underlying word final nasal sounds are realized as an 

aspiration in unstressed syllables and as a nasalized vowel in stressed syllables and 

monosyllabic words. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nahuatl is an indigenous language of central Mexico that belongs to the Uto-

Aztecan language family. It is distantly related to Raramuri (Tarahumara), Wixaritari 

(Huichol), Yoeme (Yaqui), O’odham (Papago-Pima), Hopilavayi (Hopi), among others. 

Nahuatl was spoken by many ethnic groups in Mesoamerica (including the famous 

Aztecs and Tlaxcallans) at the time of Native American and European contact in 

Mexico. Modern varieties of Nahuatl continue to be spoken by about 1.5 million people 

(Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, 2005) throughout central Mexico (see 

Figure 1.1). Due to economic pressures and migration, there is a scattered population of 

Nahuatl-speakers in the United States as well (Sandstrom & García, 2005).  

At the time of contact the Nahua population (speakers of Nahuatl) was the largest 

in Mesoamerica and Nahuatl was the lingua franca in the region (Lockhart 1991). As 

Canger (1988) describes, at this time there was dialectal variation in the Nahuatl-speaking 

world. The central variety spoken in the Valley of Mexico (Mexico City) became the 

written standard in the colonial period of Mexico (1500’s to 1800’s). After first contact, 

through the end of the seventeenth century, Nahuas and Europeans in colonial Mexico 

continued to use Nahuatl in both civil and religious contexts (Hill & Hill, 1980). As a 

consequence, today we have an immense corpus of colonial era Nahuatl texts, which 

include Nahuatl breviaries1 and sermons, early Nahuatl dictionaries and grammars,2 

                                            

 
1 Roman Catholic liturgical books containing daily prayers and readings. 
2 Key works include those of Fray Alonso de Molina and Horacio Carochi. 
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ethnographic texts,3 and a large body of texts composed by Nahuas themselves4 

(Karttunen, 1992; Lockhart, 1991). Thus, among the indigenous languages of the 

Americas, Nahuatl is the best documented (Canger, 1988; Karttunen, 1992). It is from this 

corpus of Nahuatl texts and grammars roughly spanning from 1550 to 1800 (Lockhart, 

1991) that what is known as Classical Nahuatl is drawn (Karttunen, 1992). This particular 

variety of Nahuatl (Central Nahuatl from this specific time period), has been the focus of 

the majority of academic investigations. Formal linguistic research on contemporary 

varieties of Nahuatl is much less intensive, paralleling the amount of linguistic research 

on other indigenous languages of the Americas. As such, the majority of scholarship on 

Nahuatl has been historical or cultural in nature. 

In the present study, I will explore Huasteca Nahuatl from the region of 

Chicontepec, Veracruz within a formal linguistic framework. Chicontepec is a 

municipality in Northern Veracruz, Mexico and is part of the Huasteca region, a 

cultural and geographic area that covers bordering areas of the Mexican states of 

Tamaulipas, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, Hidalgo, Puebla, and Veracruz (see Figure 

1.1). According to the Perfil sociodemografico de la población hablante náhuatl 

(Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía, 2005, p.5), there are 63,000 speakers 

                                            

 
3  These include texts such as the Florentine Codex compiled by Fray Bernardino Ribeira de Sahagún and 

Nahua scholars such as Antonio Valeriano de Azcapotzalco, Alonso Vegerano de Cuauhtitlan, Martín 
Jacobita de Tlatelolco and Andrés Leonardo de Tlatelolco (León-Portilla, 2012). 

4  Such as civil records, wills and testaments, court cases and personal correspondence.  
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of Nahuatl in Chicontepec (69.44% of the region’s population according to Herrera 

Beltrán, Escobar Pérez, & Benítez Lucho, 2005).  

Figure 1.1 Areas with Nahuatl-Speaking Communit ies 

 

Adapted from Canger (1988, p. 46). This map shows the proposed dialect groupings:  
Western Periphery—Central Nahuatl—Eastern Periphery dialect groups. In this grouping, Huastec 
Nahuatl is part of the Central Nahuatl dialect area. Closely related Pochutec (Pochutla) and Pipil 
(Izalco) are included for reference.  

 

The purpose of this study is to describe aspects of the phonology of Chicontepec 

Nahuatl (ChN). This is a two-part analysis of the language’s sound system in which: 

1. The phonemic inventory of ChN will be described. 

2. The phonological system will then be explored, highlighting a few key 

phenomena that result from the complex morphology of Nahuatl. 
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1.1. Significance 

Language is an essential part of what makes us human. It is an instinctive tool 

with which we understand, express, and shape our world. Language is also a window to 

the mind. The study of the structure of language and how we process language gives us 

valuable insight into the nature of human cognition. Everyday, languages come into 

contact, and social pressures such as marginalization affect whether they continue to be 

spoken. According to Harrison (2007), half of the world’s languages (approximately 

3,586) are spoken by 0.2 percent of the world’s population and each year, many go 

extinct (p.13-14), representing a tragic loss of human knowledge and data on cognitive 

potential.5 

In the field of linguistics, much of the research has focused on data from 

national languages around the world, especially Indo-European languages such as 

English, French, German, Spanish, etc. Linguistic research on threatened or 

endangered languages is much less robust, and for many languages, non-existent. 

Native American languages represent a diverse array of grammatical characteristics, 

some of which are rare among other languages around the world. Consequently, the 

study of these languages can shed light on the range of variation in natural language 

and test the explanatory power of accepted theories and models.  

                                            

 
5 Despite the seeming strength of the Nahuatl language, as Hill & Hill noted in their 1980 study on 

Nahuatl in Puebla, economic and social pressures are leading to language shift throughout Nahuatl-
speaking communities. 
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For example, Nahuatl is an agglutinating language, where meaning is created by 

attaching prefixes and suffixes to a root. Thus, what in some languages (such as 

English) is expressed in a sentence, Nahuatl can express in a single complex word. The 

rich inflectional and derivational morphosyntax of Nahuatl provides a particularly 

bountiful resource for studying phonological alternations. Each new combination of 

morphemes creates new strings of sounds and thus new phonological environments. 

Linguistic research on agglutinative languages helps assess the predictive power of our 

theories and models, as it offers a vastly different perspective (in comparison to English, 

German and French) on how a grammar can function. 

I hope that this investigation will contribute to the corpus of linguistic data and 

to our understanding of the sound systems of natural language. I also hope that this 

study will add to the body of Nahuatl scholarship from all disciplines, as well as be 

accessible for use in the language revitalization efforts underway by Nahuatl-speaking 

communities.  

1.2. Methodology 

Over the Summer of 2012 (July 2-August 8), I attended the Instituto de 

Docencia e Investigación Etnológica de Zacatecas (IDIEZ6) Nahuatl Summer Institute 

held on the California State University, Los Angeles campus. This six-week 

immersion program consisted of a Chicontepec Nahuatl course (2:15 hours a day), a 

                                            

 
6   This organization, based at the University of Zacatecas, is composed of Native speakers of Nahuatl and 

other scholars who investigate many aspects of Nahua language and culture.  
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classical Nahuatl course (taught in ChN 2 hours a day), and tutoring in ChN (3 hours 

per week) given by the six IDIEZ tlamachtianih (‘teachers’)7, of which, five are native 

speakers of ChN. During my immersion in the language, I noticed many interesting 

phonological processes at work. I used my notes from this program and the materials 

for these courses (An Introductory Grammar and Nahuatl-English Vocabulary: IDIEZ, 

2012) as the starting point for this thesis. My fieldwork was enriched tremendously 

thanks to this program, as I was also able to collaborate with a Delfina de la Cruz to 

compile a list of words (see Appendix) that would demonstrate the phonological 

phenomena described in this thesis.  

1.3. Participants  

Two tlamachtianih: one female and one male were audio recorded. This was 

made possible through collaboration with the IDIEZ. Both are native speakers of 

Nahuatl from two neighboring communities in the municipality of Chicontepec, 

Veracruz: Tepecxitla and Lindero Dos.   

1.4. Procedure 

Data were collected by recording the two participants described above on 

August 7th and 8th, 2012 at California State University, Los Angeles. Approval for this 

                                            

 
7  I will use these Nahuatl terms in this paper to describe the “speakers” who were teaching me their 

language. 
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data collection was granted on August 6, 2012 by the California State University, 

Northridge Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.  

I prompted the tlamachtianih to say particular words and phrases. To do so, I 

said the word or phrase in Nahuatl, often followed by a translation in Spanish to ensure 

that my pronunciation did not result in the wrong token.8 So for example, I would say: 

“[kipoloa:], perder algo.” They were each asked to say the token six to ten times 

repeatedly. The tlamachtianih were digitally audio-recorded with lapel microphones so 

that any popping would not be recorded, which can occur when the microphone is 

placed directly in front of the speaker’s lips. 

Impressionistic perceptual observations were subsequently evaluated with help 

of Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013), an acoustic analysis program. Observations could 

be compared with spectrograms and waveforms. The program made it possible to see 

sometimes-imperceptible differences between allophones of the same phoneme. 

In the data analysis process, the first and last two tokens of each set of repeated 

words or phrases were discarded. For each word, the first couple of tokens were not 

used as speakers may be more self-conscious at the beginning of any elicitation activity. 

Similarly, the final tokens were also omitted as the intonational contours that a speaker 

assigns to a list and the overall fatigue and anticipation of the next word may influence 

recordings as well. Accordingly, four to six samples of each word or phrase that was 

tested were available for analysis. 

                                            

 
8 This was especially helpful in words with contrasting vowel length. 
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2. PHONEMIC INVENTORY 

In this chapter, I will propose a phonemic inventory of Chicontepec Nahuatl. I 

will begin with the consonant sounds, then the vowel sounds, and end with a brief 

discussion of language contact phenomena. In this sketch of the phonemic inventory, 

comparisons will be made to some of the other varieties of contemporary Nahuatl that 

have been described and also to what has been reconstructed for classical Nahuatl. 

Allophonic variation will be discussed in Chapter III. 

2.1. Consonants 

The consonant sounds of ChN can be found in Table 2.1 below. There are 

twenty-one consonant phonemes. Fifteen of these sounds are widely distributed in the 

language. The remaining six sounds have a more limited distribution (in parentheses in 

Table 2.1), being found only in loan words from Spanish. I will discuss these sounds 

further in 2.3. Putting these sounds aside for the moment, we can say that all obstruents 

in the inventory consist of voiceless sounds. 

Table 2.1 Phonemic inventory of Consonant Sounds 

  bilabial labiodental dental alveolar postalveolar palatal velar glottal  
 plosive p   (b)  (d) t   k, kʷ  (g)   

 nasal m   n      
 fricative  (f)  s ʃ   h  
 affricate    t͡ɬ    t͡s t͡ʃ     
 flap    (ɾ)      
 trill    (r)      
 approximant w     j    
 lateral approx.    l      
           

Sounds in parentheses are loans from Spanish and have a limited distribution. 
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Only five sounds are voiced: the nasals and approximants (including the 

lateral). An interesting feature of Nahuatl is the phonemic contrast between two 

velar stops: /k/ and the labialized /kʷ/. This is demonstrated by the two words [ˈkali] 

‘building’ and [ˈkʷali] ‘a good thing’. Another interesting sound is the lateral 

affricate /t ͡ɬ/, which is quite common in Nahuatl because it forms part of the 

absolutive noun marker. While this sound is generally realized as [t ͡ɬ], the ɬ 

component of the sound ranges from mostly voiceless to, in some cases, quite voiced 

[t ͡ɬ]̬.9 The range of [t ͡ɬ]~[t ͡ɬ̬] seems to be in free variation. The presence of this sound 

makes ChN part of the “tl” dialect group. Across Nahuatl varieties there is a 

correspondence of /t ͡ɬ/, /t/, and /l/ that has been used at various times as a tool for 

organizing Nahuatl dialects into “tl-dialects” and “t-dialects” (Canger, 1988).  

The inventory of ChN consonant sounds closely resembles the inventory of 

sounds for the majority Nahuatl varieties that have been described as well as the 

reconstructed inventory of Classical Nahuatl (ClN) (except for the aforementioned /t/ 

and /t ͡ɬ/ split in Nahuatl varieties). ChN does not have the /ŋʷ/ phoneme proposed by 

Campbell (1976) in Hueyapan Nahuatl; nor the corespondences to /kʷ/ that other 

varieties have such as [g] in Pochutec, [bʷ, k] in Jalupa Nahuatl, and [kʷ, b] Coscatlan 

Nahuatl of San Luis Potosi (which is in the same dialect grouping as ChN, Huasteca 

Nahuatl) described by Dakin (1979).  

                                            

 
9  I have arbitrarily chosen to represent this as [ɬ̬] even though in many cases the sound looks part [l]. 
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The glottal phoneme in Nahuatl presents a way of grouping Nahuatl varieties 

similar to the /t/ and /t ͡ɬ/ dialect groupings. The saltillo, or ‘little jump’, of colonial 

descriptions of ClN has been described by many Nahuatl scholars, such as Bedell 

(2011), as underlyingly a glottal stop /ʔ/. Andrews (2003) elaborates on this widely 

accepted reconstruction, claiming that this sound only actually occurred utterance-

finally and was otherwise realized as [h]. This hints at a related pattern that seems to 

be present in ChN (explored in Chapter III). This phoneme in ChN is different from 

the ClN in that the phoneme is most likely /h/ rather than /ʔ/. In my data, we see both 

sounds, but only [h] seems to be phonemic; [ʔ] seems to be epenthetic. In looking at 

Dakin’s chart of sound correspondences (1979, p. 50), it seems that contemporary 

varieties with an [h] correspondence to this phoneme are widespread.10 Croft’s (1951) 

description of Matlapa Nahuatl, which like ChN is from the Huasteca region, also 

describes the phoneme as /h/. The interaction between [h] and [ʔ] in will be discussed 

in Chapter 3. 

Geminate sounds can be formed through morphology (see Chapter III for a 

discussion on the realization of these morphological geminates). These morphological 

geminates are not phonemic long sounds. In ChN, there is no long and short 

distinction of consonant sounds, (i.e. there are no monomorphemic minimal pairs). 

Table 2.2 and 2.3 show a list of near minimal pairs from ChN. Nahuatl syllable 

structure, which does not seem to allow consonant clusters, supports the analysis that all 
                                            

 
10  Brockway (1963) describes North Puebla Nahuatl as having a /ʔ/ and not /h/ as is found in Teltelcingo 

Nahuatl and Sierra de Puebla Nahuatl. 
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of the complex sounds (/kʷ/, /t ͡ɬ/, /t ͡s/, and /t ͡ʃ/) are single phonemes rather than strings of 

two phonemes. This will be discussed in the section of Chapter III on syllable structure. 

  

Table 2.2 Near Minimal Pairs of Consonant Sounds (Words) 

  phoneme word gloss  
 1. [p] a:pani on an elevated surface next to the river bank  
 2. [t] a:temo: for water to drip from wet clothing  
 3. [k] aʃaka for someone or an animal to be someplace   
 4. [kʷ] a:kʷa: for wood to become soaked with water  
 5. [m] a:mana to have water on the hearth  
 6. [n] a:na:lli ground that lies on the opposite bank of a body of water  
 7. [s] a:saka to fetch water  
 8. [ʃ] a:ʃa:lli sand  
 9. [h] ahahsi to touch the body of a pregnant woman or a sick person 

to see if they are well 
 

 10. [t͡ɬ] at͡ɬak dubitive particle “do you think so?”  
 11. [t͡s] a:t͡sakʷilia: to catch water coming off a roof  
 12. [t͡ʃ] at͡ʃi part of something  
 13. [w] a:wakat͡ɬ avocado fruit  
 14. [j] a:ja:t͡ɬ fishing net  
 15. [l] alaʃoʃ fruit of the orange tree  
      

 

Many of the pairs in the Table 2.3 demonstrate that vowel length does not 

challenge this phonemic inventory. /h/ and /l/ have a more limited distribution. Both 

occur infrequently in the morpheme initial position, making it difficult to find a good 

example of contrast in this environment. 
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Table 2.3 Near Minimal Pairs of Consonant Sounds (Morphemes) 

 phoneme word gloss  
 [p] pa relational word—times  
  pa: to paint something  
  pi:l- diminutive prefix  
 [t] ta second person singular independent personal pronoun  
  ti- 2nd pers. sing. subj. prefix, 1st pers. pl. subj. prefix  
 [k] ka relational word—with, by means of  
  ki- 3rd pers. sing. specific obj. prefix  
 [kʷ] kʷa- stem—wood   
  kʷa: to eat  
  kʷi- to take or grab something  
 [m] ma: particle that introduces the imperative mode  
  mi:l- sown field  
 [n] na first person independent personal pronoun  
  ni this, these, here  
 [s] san only, just  
 [ʃ] ʃa:l- sand  
  ʃi- 2nd person subject imperative prefix  
 [h] ahat͡ʃi in small portions  
  -h plural marker  
 [t͡ɬ] t͡ɬa- non-specific non-human object prefix  
  -t͡ɬi singular absolutive suffix  
 [t͡s] t͡sakʷa to close or cover an open space  
  -t͡sin diminutive suffix  
 [t͡ʃ] t͡ʃat͡ʃa a type of fruit  
  t͡ʃi:l- chili pepper  
 [w] -wa verbalizing suffix  
 [j] ja he, she, it  
 [l] lah relational word—place with an abundance of a certain thing  
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2.2. Vowels 

ChN has four vowels /i/, /e/, /a/, and /o/11. Length is contrasted which results 

in eight phonemes (see Table 2.4). This fits the pattern of Classical Nahuatl 

(Andrews, 2003; Bedell, 2011) and many varieties of contemporary Nahuatl (Croft, 

1951; Brockway, 1963). In varieties of Nahuatl that have a different inventory, the 

differences appear to be slight. For example, in Tetelcingo Nahuatl, Pittman (1954) 

describes the same system as below except that the /e:/ is described as the diphthong 

/ie/. Interestingly, Key & Key (1953) describes the inverse diphthong in Sierra 

Nahuat,12 which can be realized as /ei/. Brockway (1963) describes this phenomenon 

in North Puebla Nahuatl as well. In all cases, there is an eight-phoneme inventory of 

vowel sounds.  

 

Table 2.4 Inventory of  Vowel Sounds 

  Front  Back  

 High  i   i:          

          o   o:  

  e   e:    

 Low   a   a:  

      

 

                                            

 
11 The tendency in ChN, even in borrowed words that have /u/, is to realize them with [o]. However, it is 

possible that some speakers in the community may vacillate between [o] and [u] in loanwords. 
12 Key & Key (1953) describe this variety as a “t” dialect 
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Plotting the measurements of the first and second formants of vowels sounds 

gives us a picture of the vowel space (see Figure 2.1).  

 

Figure 2.1 Vowel Space (F2-F1) 

 

 

Measurements of vowel F1 and F2 were taken in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 

2013), using the built in formant finder feature. I took special care to make sure that the 

formants Praat identified were in fact the formants visible in the spectrogram. 

Measurements were taken from the middle of the vowel, where the formants were 

relatively consistent (see Figure 2.2 below for an example). 
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Figure 2.2 Formant Measurement 

 

 

Key & Key (1953) describe the short vowels of Sierra Nahuat ranging freely 

from [i] to [ɪ]  for /i/, [e] to [ɛ] for /e/ and [o] to [ɔ] for /o/. Long vowels are claimed to 

be more stable. As Figure 2.1 above shows, this type of variation exists for both long 

and short vowels in ChN. With the data gathered for this study, only one phonologically 

driven pattern has emerged. This allophony will be discussed in Chapter 3.6. Given the 

predictable nature of the behavior of /o/, it is likely that the variation seen for /i/ and /e/ 

is also phonologically driven. More data is needed to describe this allophony. Table 2.5 

below shows minimal pairs for the vowel sounds and Table 2.6 shows length contrast.  

 

Table 2.5 Minimal Pairs of Vowel Sounds 

 Phoneme word gloss  

 [a] na I  
 [o] no:  also, too  
  no- 1st pers. sing. possessive prefix  
 [e] ne: that (far from the speaker and the person spoken to)  
 [i] ni this, these  
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Table 2.6 Minimal Pairs of Vowel Sounds: Length 

 
phoneme word gloss 

 

 [a:] kit͡ɬa:tia: to hide  
 [a] kit͡ɬatia: to burn, turn on a machine  
 [o:] kipo:loa: to smear something  
 [o] kipoloa: to lose something  
 [e:] kime: lawa to straighten something  
 [e] kimelawa to find something  
 [i:] t͡ʃi t͡ʃi a dog  
 [i] t͡ʃi : t͡ʃi :   s/he/it suckles  
     

2.3. Loan Words 

Nahuatl and Spanish have been in a contact situation since the Spanish first 

invaded mainland Mexico in 1519. Despite the early period of widespread 

multilingualism in Nahuatl and Spanish by indigenous groups of many linguistic 

backgrounds, Mestizos13 and Europeans,14 Spanish has been a significant linguistic force 

since contact. It is thus not surprising that a fair amount of loan words have entered 

Nahuatl from Spanish. Many of these loans, such as [fiˈolin] ‘violin’ and  [ˈgant ͡ʃoh] 

‘hanger,’ represent cultural borrowings for new materials and technologies. Other loan 

words represent core borrowing such as [ˈfolsah] ‘bag’ and [kwiˈɾa] ‘be careful!,” and 

the incorporation of discourse markers [pwes], ‘well,’ [ˈpeɾo] ‘but’, and [ˈpaɾa] ‘for,’ 

and reflect the social inequality that these two languages have had in Mexican society. 

                                            

 
13  People of mixed ancestry. 
14  This language contact situation can account for the large number of loan words in Mexican Spanish 

and perhaps some of the grammatical idiosyncrasies of Mexican Spanish.  
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A consequence of borrowing Spanish lexical items into Nahuatl is the 

incorporation of new phonemes into the language. Spanish has a very different 

phonemic inventory and thus words coming into Nahuatl would have the “foreign” 

sounds [b, f, d, r, ɾ, x, ɲ, u]. Questions that always arise in the discussion of loanwords 

are: To what extent are the loanwords transformed? How does perception determine the 

types of transformations that loanwords go through? And, how much variation is there 

across the speech community? 

On the questions of transformation, it seems that there is a great deal of 

variation. For example there are some words that are transformed completely such as 

[alaʃoʃ] ‘orange,’ presumably from Spanish [naɾaŋxa]15. If we take into consideration 

the data from Matlapa16 (Croft, 1951) and the relative fluidity of liquid sounds 

diachronically in language, the transformation makes sense (see Figure 2.3). In this 

case, the Spanish cluster [ŋx] must have been perceived as closer to Nahuatl [ʃ] than 

Nahuatl [h].  

 

Figure 2.3 'Orange' 

 Spanish n a ɾ a ŋ x a   

 Chicontepec  a l a  ʃ o ʃ  

 Matlapa l a l a  ʃ    
           

 

                                            

 
15 I recognize that there is great variation in /x/ across dialects of Spanish, ranging from [h] to [x]. 
16  Also in the Huasteca region. 
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Other transformations such as ChN [wakaʃ] from Spanish [baka] ‘cow’ seem 

slightly more intuitive. The same tlamachtianih used these thoroughly transformed 

forms while at the same time using a loanword like [ˈgant ͡ʃoh] ‘hanger’ in a form 

that is almost unchanged from the Spanish [ˈgant ͡ʃo].17 This would suggest that 

loanwords have been transformed to varying degrees, perhaps based on when in time 

they were borrowed, reflecting the speech community-wide proficiency in Spanish. 

It is possible that earlier borrowings are more phonologically transformed, and are 

perhaps no longer perceived as loans. Perhaps more recent borrowings reflect 

increased access to Spanish phonology.  

As San Giacomo & Peperkamp (2008) found in their study on Sierra de Puebla 

Nahuatl, there is considerable variation across a speech community. The data in table 

2.7 show how variable loans can be.18 

Table 2.7 Loan Word Variat ion: S ie rra de Puebla Nahuat l 

 Nahuatl Spanish Speaker  
 [puʒo] < ‘burro’ Constantina, 43 años  
 [buuʒos] < ‘burros’ Micaela, 53 años  
 [puriitos] < ‘burrítos’ Manuela, 37 años  
 [buro] < ‘burro’ Rosy, 27 años  
     

San Giacomo & Peperkamp (2008, p. 150) 

 

                                            

 
17  [-h] seems to be the productive absolutive suffix for foreign words that end in a vowel. I recognize that 

the sounds [b] and [β], [g] and [ɣ], and [d] and [ð] are phonologically driven in Spanish. The 
participants of my study produced both sounds in loan words, in the same contexts that Spanish 
predicts. 

18  In Table 2.8, the same word borrowed into ChN can be compared to the Sierra de Puebla Nahuatl.  
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In the present study, the sample size is extremely small and represents a specific 

linguistic experience, the tlamachtianih are balanced bilinguals, scholars working in both 

Nahuatl and Spanish and thus have access to the phonemic inventories of both ChN and 

Spanish. It is possible that, in their home communities, a range of variation similar that 

found by San Giacomo and Peperkamp (2008) exists.  

Table 2.8 number 2, hints that this type of variation is at work. While 

phonetically, both speakers said the word in the same way, their stress was different. 

One tlamachtihquetl19 used the Spanish stress (word-final) for this word, while the 

other tlamachtihquetl used the Nahuatl default penultimate stress. Also, item 4 was 

only used by one tlamachtihquetl. The other tlamachtihquetl only used the word in 

the Spanish form. This brings up another language contact phenomenon, 

codeswitching. It is difficult to determine whether the use of [bioˈlin] is an 

untransformed loan or instead, a single-word codeswitch. For the purposes of this 

description, we will threat these words as loans rather than codeswitches. This 

implies that these sounds are accessible to the speaker as part of the Nahuatl 

phonological system. Questions on how languages exist and interact in the mind of 

the bilingual individual will be saved for future explorations. 

 

 

 

                                            

 
19  Tlamachtianih is the plural form of Tlamachtihquetl or ‘teachers’ in ChN.  
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Table 2.8 Consonant Sounds with Limited Distribut ion 

 

It is plausible to think of loan words as existing somewhere separate from the 

rest of the language in their own subset of the lexicon, possibly having their own 

phonology. However, the picture is not clear because these loan words take on the 

expected morphology of native words of the same category, suggesting that these 

words are fully integrated into the language system. For example, in Table 2.8, items 

1 and 2 both have the third person possessive prefix /i-/ that all nouns take. Verb 

loans, such as [pensaɾoa:] ‘to think’ (from Spanish [pensaɾ]), take on the expected 

verb morphology that all Nahuatl verbs take (e.g., [ti-pensaɾoa:-h] ‘we think’). 

Ito and Mester (1995) describe how the data can show evidence of internal 

stratification of the lexicon with such groupings as “native words”, “assimilated loans”, 

“foreign words” or even by etymological origin such as “Spanish” or “Otomi” (see p. 

181). They demonstrate (using an Optimality Theory framework) that Japanese has 

different phonological constraint rankings for the various categories of words in the 

lexicon (Ito & Mester, 1995). Perhaps this is the case in Nahuatl, allowing for certain 

loan words to go untransformed while still taking Nahuatl morphology. 

  phone word gloss From Spanish  

 1. [β], [b] iˈβakah his/her cow      ˈbaka  

 2. [ð], [d] iasaˈðon 
iaˈsaðon 

his/her hoe asaˈðon  

 3. [ɣ], [g] ˈgant ͡ʃoh clothes hanger ˈgant ͡ʃo  

 4. [f] fiˈolih violin bioˈlin  

 5.  ˈfokoh light/lamp ˈfoko  

 6. [r] ˈboroh donkey ˈburo  

 7. [ɾ] ˈpaɾa for ˈpaɾa  
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In bilinguals, perhaps these loans exist in a lexical category that overlaps the 

two language systems. This overlap might help explain the variation in the speech 

community described by San Giacomo & Peperkamp (2008). The discussion of nasal 

sounds in 3.4.2 might support these types of conclusions.  

This discussion on loan words has been for the purpose of addressing the 

question of how to treat these special sounds from Spanish when describing the 

phonemic inventory of the language. We are left with the option of describing these 

loan phonemes as within the realm of possible sounds any native speaker of ChN 

might have in their inventory. In the chart of phonemes above (Table 2.1), the 

parentheses take on a more technical meaning than solely marking them as coming 

from Spanish. Instead, the parentheses denote the sound as a possible phoneme an 

individual speaker might have. 
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3. PHONOLOGY 

In this chapter I will begin with a brief description of stress and syllable 

structure. Then, the discussion will move on to syllable structure related allophony, 

glottal stop epenthesis, and word final nasals. Finally I will turn to the phenomena of 

lenition, assimilation and deletion.  

In this discussion of phonological phenomena, it is clear that morphology plays 

an important role. It creates the environments that trigger much of the allophony 

discussed here. This chapter could easily have been called “morphophonology” as 

morphophonological considerations are sprinkled throughout the discussion. 

3.1. Stress and Syllable Structure 

3.1.1. Stress 

In ChN, a polysyllabic word will almost always take stress on the penultimate 

syllable. There are few exceptions that I have seen which include the loan words 

described in 2.3 [i.a.sa.ˈðon] and [bi.o.ˈlin] and a word that will come up in the 

discussion of nasals later in this chapter [aʃˈt ͡ɬɛ̃]. These exceptions are probably 

lexicalized with the productive stress assignment being on the penultimate syllable. The 

stress pattern in ChN can be summarized as: 

 σ → [+stress] / __ σ ]word 

As suffixes are added to a stem, words are stressed to this default pattern. Thus we get 

paradigms of related words like those in table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Stress in Nahuat l 

 1. [e.ˈhe:.kat͡ɬ] [e.he:.ˈka.joh]   
  ehe:ka-t͡ɬ ehe:ka-joh   

  wind-abs. wind-ness   

  ‘wind’ ‘a strong wind’   

 2. [ˈko.jo-t͡ɬ] [ko.ˈjo.meh]   

  kojo-t͡ɬ kojo-meh   

  non_indi._pers.-abs. non_indi,_pers.-pl.   

  ‘non-indigenous person’ ’non-indigenous people’   

 3. [ˈka.li] [ˈno.kal] [no.kal.ˈnet ͡ ʃ .ka]  

  kal-li no-kal no-kal-net͡ʃka  
  house-abs. 1stPersSingPoss-house 1stPersSingPoss-house-next to  
  ‘house’ ‘my house’ ‘next to my house’  

 4. [ˈni.kʷa:] [ni.ˈkʷah.ki] [ni.kʷah.ˈki.ja]  
  ni-kʷa:-0 ni-kʷah-ki ni-kʷah-ki-ja  
  1stSingSub-eat-sing. 1stSingSub-eat(pret.)-sing. 1stSingSub -eat(pret.)-sing.-already  
  ‘I eat’ ‘I ate’ ‘I already ate’  
      

 

In ChN, stress is realized as a rise in intensity, lengthening of the stressed vowel 

and often, a slight rise in pitch. In Figure 3.220 the intensity is highest (yellow line) on the 

penultimate syllable.21 For the male tlamachtihquetl, pitch22 (blue line) consistently rises 

and peaks at the end of the vowel of the penultimate syllable. This was not consistently 

the case for the female tlamachtihquetl. Both speakers tended to lengthen the stressed 

                                            

 
20 Throughout this paper, all spectrograms are from recordings of the female tlamachtihquetl. When an 

example comes from the male tlamachtihquetl, the spectrogram will be labeled “tlamachtihquetl 2”. 
21 The drop in intensity in Figure 3.1 must be ignored because the intensity [i] is inherently lower than 

[a]. Figure 3.2 does show this phenomenon. 
22 For the Female tlamachtihquetl, the pitch range was left at the default setting in Praat: 75-500 Hz.  

For the male tlamachtihquetl (e.g. Figures 3.1 and 3.2) the pitch range was set to: 50-200 Hz. 
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vowel a little. This is noticeable in figure 3.1 where we can compare two long vowels: 

stressed and unstressed. One feature that we will revisit in the discussion of glottal stop 

epenthesis (3.3.2) is that utterance final vowels tend to lengthen. So in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 

we see the word final short vowels appear to be long like the phonemically long vowels. 

Figure 3.1 [a :. ˈna: .l i] (Tlamachtihquet l 2) 

 

Figure 3.2 [a :. ˈma.na] (Tlamachtihquet l 2) 
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3.1.2. Syllable Structure 

ChN allows multiple syllable types: V, CV, VC, and CVC (see Table 3.2 for 

examples of ChN Syllable types). These are the same as what has been documented in 

other varieties of Nahuatl including the corpus of ClN (see Brockway, 1963; Goller, 

Goller, & Waterhouse, 1974; Andrews, 2003; & Bedell, 2011). Below are some 

generalizations that can be made about ChN syllable structure:  

• Only one phoneme can occur in an onset.  

• Only one phoneme can occur in a coda. 

• Diphthongs are not allowed.  

Table 3.2 Nahuatl Syl lable Types 

  Syllab le type Example Gloss  

 1. V [a:.kat͡ɬ] a reed  

 2.  [a. t͡ʃi] part of something  

 3. CV [ko:.wa] to buy some thing  

 4.  [t͡ʃokola:t͡ɬ] chocolate  

 5. VC [ko:.a:t͡ɬ] a snake  

 6.  [is.tat͡ɬ] salt  

 7. CVC [a:.t͡ʃi:l.ko:s.tik] light orange color  

 8.  [t͡ɬit͡ɬ] fire  
      

  

To summarize, ChN seems to only allow one sound in the onset, and 

similarly, only one in the coda. The discussion in 3.3.2 will show that there are 

syllables with empty onsets (V, VC).  However as we will see, there are cases of glottal 

stop epenthesis.  
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The claim that no consonant clusters are allowed can only be true if the three 

affricates /t ͡ʃ/, /t ͡s/, and /t ͡ɬ/ are in fact affricates and not strings of sounds. /t ͡ʃ/ and /t ͡s/ 

are well attested cross-linguistically. /t ͡ɬ/, on the other hand, occurs in fewer 

languages. However, it is unlikely that ChN would not allow consonant clusters 

except /tɬ/, so it must be an affricate. Similarly, /kʷ/ is supported by the overall 

pattern in ChN as being one sound and not the cluster /kw/. If the sound were /kw/, 

then there is no reason to predict that other strings such as /pw/, /tw/, or /mw/ would 

not be attested in Nahuatl.23 Since these are not possible clusters, we can assume that 

/kʷ/ is a single phoneme.  

ChN does not allow diphthongs. As we saw in Chapter 2.2 in the description of 

the inventory, the nucleus of a syllable does bifurcate to allow long vowels but not 

diphthongs. When there is a string of different vowels, they are separated into separate 

syllables. For example, the verb /t͡ɬaiʃwa/ ‘for corn to sprout up well’ is syllabified 

[t͡ɬa.iʃ.wa] and not *[t͡ɬaiʃ.wa]. In his description of North Puebla Nahuatl, Brockway 

(1963) notes: “geminate vowels are distinct from long vowels” in that they are 

“rearticulated” (p.16). What he described must be the glottal stop epenthesis found in 

ChN: two identical vowels24 adjacent morphologically or underlyingly are separated by a 

glottal stop in the surface form. Figure 3.3 shows this phenomenon. The red arrows point 

to the irregular pulsing of the sound wave and the reduction in phonation characteristic of 

                                            

 
23  These types of strings are possible in Spanish and so it could be argued that these are allowed in 

Nahuatl today where there has been untransformed borrowing. 
24  These can be either long or short (e.g., a:.a, a:.a:, a.a, a.:a, etc.) 
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glottal stops, realized in this case as creakiness. Note that the pitch track represented in 

figure 3.3 (blue line) is distorted (the sudden drop) by the irregular amplitude of the 

glottal pulses that results in pitch halving. As we will see later in Figures 3.6, 3.9, 3.12 

and others, vowels that are not geminates are not separated by a glottal stop the way 

geminate vowels are, and provide evidence for the claim that there are syllable types V 

and VC (without onsets).  

Figure 3.3 /ki- ita-∅ / ‘ she/he /i t sees i t /something’ 

 

 Like all languages, Nahuatl tends to prefer the less marked CV syllable structure 

though other structures are allowed. Thus during the derivation process, Nahuatl re-

syllabifies following the Maximal Onset Principle (MOP), but only to the extent that 

Nahuatl allows, which is one sound in the onset. For example the stem /tisi-/ ‘to grind 

corn’ is syllabified as [ˈti.si] and not *[ˈtis.i]. Table 3.1 and 3.2 above provide examples 

of syllabification in ChN. 

[ʔ] 
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3.2. Syllable-Driven Allophonic Variation /w/, /kʷ/ and /ʃ/ 

3.2.1. /w/ 

The voiced labio-velar approximant phoneme /w/ has two allophones: [w] and [h]. 

[h] presents a case of phonemic neutralization since /h/ is also a phoneme in ChN. The 

pattern for underlying /w/ sounds in the data in Table 3.3 can be summarized as follows:  

/w/ → [h] / __]σ   

/w/ → [w]/ elsewhere 

Pairs 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 in Table 3.3 demonstrate the role that morphology can play in 

triggering this allophony. The same process of derivation of the preterit stem of the verb 

/tisi/ in the previous section applies to /ka:wa/ and /kowa/. Once the final vowel is 

dropped, /w/ goes from being in the onset position to being in the coda position, 

resulting in different phonetic realizations. 

Table 3.3 /w/ and /kʷ / 

  Underlying Form Surface  Form Gloss  
 1. /ki-ka:wa/ [ki.ˈka:.wa] s/he/it leaves it  
 2. /ki-ka:w-ki/ [ki.ˈka:h.ki] s/he/it left it  
 3. /ki-ko:wa/ [ki.ˈko:.wa] s/he/it buys it  
 4. /ki-ko:w-ki/ [ki.ˈko:h.ki] s/he/it bought it  
 5. /tonatiw/ [to.ˈna.tih] sun  
 6. /kʷawi-t͡ɬ/ [ˈkʷa.wit͡ɬ] wood/tree  
 7. /no-kʷaw/ [ˈno.kʷah] my wood  
 8. /kʷaw-t͡ɬi/ [ˈkʷah.t͡ɬi] eagle  
 9. /ki-t͡sakʷa/ [ki.ˈt͡sa.kʷa] s/he/it covers it  
 10. /ki-t͡sakʷ-ki/ [ki.ˈt͡sah.ki] s/he/it covered it  
 11. /nekʷ-t͡ɬi/ [ˈnek.t͡ɬi] honey  
 12. /kʷatochin/ [ˈkʷa.to.chih ̃] rabbit  
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Brockway (1963) describes a similar pattern in North Puebla Nahuatl /w/, only 

in North Puebla, the /w/ is realized as a [ʍ]25 in the syllable final position rather than 

[h]. Similarly, Key & Key (1953) describe the allophonic variation of /w/ as [ʍ] in 

Sierra Nahuat, but limit its occurrence to the utterance-final environment. In ChN it 

appears that this phenomenon is not limited to the utterance-final position, and unlike 

both of these descriptions, all rounding is lost, hence its transcription as [h]. 

3.2.2. /kʷ/ 

The data for /kʷ/ in Table 3.3 above show that the variation in this phoneme is 

not quite as simple as for /w/. /kʷ/ is realized as [kʷ], [k], and [h]. The distribution of 

these sounds can be summarized as follows: 

/kʷ/ → [h]/ ___k  

/kʷ/ → [k]/ ___[–syllabic] 

/kʷ/ → [kʷ]/ elsewhere 

The words /ki-t ͡sakʷa/ ‘she/he/it covers it’ and /nekʷ-t͡ɬi/ ‘honey’ demonstrate 

this pattern (Table 3.3, items 9, 10, and 11). In the present tense, /ki-t ͡sakʷa/ is realized 

as [ki.ˈt ͡sa.kʷa], with the expected labialized velar stop. When this phoneme comes 

before a consonant, as in /nekʷ-t ͡ɬi/, rounding is lost so that the surface form is [ˈnek.t ͡ɬi]. 

If the consonant is also a velar sound, then the phoneme is realized as [h]. Thus in the 

preterit form (losing the stem’s final vowel and adding the singular marker /-ki/),  

                                            

 
25 Brockway (1963) uses the symbol [W] to represent the voiceless [w]. 
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/ki-t͡sakʷa/ is said [ki.ˈt ͡sah.ki]. The two allophonic environments are connected. We 

must assume that /kʷ/ → [h]/ ___k happens before /kʷ/ → [k]/ ___[-syllabic].  

This account is incomplete—more data is needed to describe what happens to 

/kʷ/ in the word-final or utterance-final position. At this point I cannot say that /kʷ/ is 

realized as a [k] only as a coda before a consonant other than /k/ or if this is the 

realization of /kʷ/ in the coda position in general—including word-final codas. It is 

interesting that the verb stems that end in /kʷ/ that I have seen (like the preterit stem of 

/t ͡sakʷa-/ ‘she/he/it covers it’ above which is /t ͡sakʷ-/), belong to the class of verbs that 

take the singular suffix /-ki/.26 This suffix prevents the phoneme from occurring word-

finally in these words. Similarly noun stems that end in /kʷ/ (such as /nekʷ-/ ‘honey’ 

above) take the suffix /-wi/ when possessed, also preventing this sound in the word-final 

position.27 I would need to look at more data, but it may be the case that /kʷ/ does not 

occur in word-finally. Perhaps the morphological marking in these words (/-ki/ and /-

wi/, morphology is driven by phonotactics.  

It is also unclear what happens to /kʷ/ before another /kʷ/, perhaps it is also 

realized as [h] the way it does before a /k/. The delabialization of the /kʷ/ to /k/ is 

probably related to the delabialization of /w/ in a coda described in the section above. 

The process /kʷ/ → [h]/ ___k describing the phonological process demonstrated by items 

                                            

 
26  Not all verbs classes take a singular suffix in the preterit form in ChN. All verbs do take a suffix when 

plural. 
27  Many nouns in Nahuatl, when possessed do not take a suffix, creating an environment where the 

stem’s right edge is at the word boundary. 
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9 and 10 in Table 3.3 where /kʷ/ is realized as [h] seems to be connected somehow to 

the pattern seen for /k/ that will be discussed in 3.6.  

3.2.3. /j/ and /ʃ/ 

In the case of these two phonemes, we have another example of neutralization as 

/j/ is realized as [ʃ] (which is also a phoneme /ʃ/) in the syllable-final position. For the 

verbs [kipija] ‘she/he has it’ and [a:tija] ‘it melts’ the preterit forms are [ki-piʃ-ki] and 

[a:tiʃ-ki]. Again, the preterit stem is formed by deleting the final vowel, thus making the 

glide a coda. The singular marker [-ki] is added to this stem. While this pattern looks 

like it is the same process as for the other glide in the inventory /w/, I cannot be sure 

without more data illustrating what happens word-finally. I suspect it behaves the same 

as word-internal syllable-final /j/ in that a word-final /j/ is realized as [ʃ] in the surface 

form. Bedell (2011) describes the same process in ClN and claims that /j/ does not 

occur in the syllable-final position anywhere. It is possible that the same is true in ChN. 

Provisionally, the distribution of /j/ as [j] and [ʃ] can be captured as follows: 

 /j/ → [ʃ]/ ___]σ 

/j/ → [j]/ elsewhere 

I now turn to the phoneme /ʃ/. In most of the data, /ʃ/ is realized as the palato-

alveolar laminal fricative [ʃ]. In one token, /alaʃoʃ/ ‘orange (fruit)’, the /ʃ/ is different: it 

is a little softer with a slight whistle quality. This was done by both tlamachtianih and 

thus not likely to be an idiosyncrasy. In Croft’s (1951) description of Matlapa Nahuatl 

from San Luís Potosí (also a Huastecan variety of Nahuatl like ChN) /ʃ/ is described as 

retroflex when word-final. Key & Key (1953) describe the /ʃ/ of Sierra Nahuat as 
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slightly backed but not retroflex. Both of these descriptions approximate what is heard 

in ChN. In ChN, word-final /ʃ/ is also retroflex [ʂ]. Though, it is a mild retroflex sound 

and thus the tongue is slightly backed but constriction occurs in more or less the same 

place: it is the tip of the tongue articulating the sound rather than the blade. Unlike 

some retroflexes found in other langues, the tongue is not curled back. Thus we can 

describe the variation seen in tokens [alaʂ̺oʂ̺], [aʃt͡ɬen], and [ʃiwit ͡ɬ] as: 

/ʃ/ → [ʂ]/ ___]word 

/ʃ/ → [ʃ]/ elsewhere 

It is important to note that there must be a process of harmony at work in [alaʂoʂ]. In 

other words such as [a:ʃa:li], the intervocalic /ʃ/ is not retroflex. This suggests that the 

retroflex articulation is spreading from the word-final /ʃ/ to the word-medial /ʃ/. 

3.3. Word and Utterance 

In the previous section, the position within the syllable has been explored, 

demonstrating some syllable-driven allophony. In the following section, the role of the 

utterance and word boundary will be explored. 

3.3.1. Word-Final Plosive Stops 

Croft (1951) describes word-final stops as unaspirated and unreleased in Matlapa 

Nahuatl. Key & Key (1953) describe word-final stops as aspirated (therefore released) 

in Sierra Nahuat. As we see in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, word-final stops are released in 

ChN. I would not characterize the release as aspiration comparable to aspirated stops in 

English or Quechua, but there is definitely a burst of air (see red arrows).  
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Figure 3.4 /at ͡ ɬak/ 'do you think so?' (Tlamacht ihque t l 1) 

 

 

Figure 3.5 /at ͡ ɬak/ 'do you think so?' (Tlamacht ihque t l 2) 
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Figures 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate the release of a word-final stops for both 

tlamachtianih which, in the recording, are also utterance-final. Figure 3.6 shows that 

word-final stops are released in an utterance-medial position as well (see red arrow). 

 

Figure 3.6 /nikan e li miak ʃ iwit ͡ ɬ/ 'Many herbs grow here . '  

 

3.3.2. Vowels and Glottal Stop Epenthesis 

In 2.1, I claimed that the phoneme represented as underlyingly /ʔ/ in other 

Nahuatl varieties was only realized as [h], suggesting that in ChN, the phoneme is 

/h/. This is not to say that [ʔ] is not present in the sound system. Something ranging 

from a full glottal stop to glottal constriction, resulting in creaking, is inserted 

before vowels in the word-initial position and after vowels in the word-final 

position. Goller, Goller & Waterhouse (1974) noted that in Orizaba Nahuatl, all 

vowels are closed by glottal stops in the word-final position. They do not mention 

word-initial glottal stops. Figures 3.7 and 3.8, /a:mana/ ‘to have water on the 

hearth,’ demonstrate this phenomenon. In each of these spectrograms, there is 
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irregular pulsing of the waveform at the beginning of the word-initial vowel and 

again at the end of the word-final vowel, evidence of glottalization. 

Figure 3.7 /a:mana/ ‘to have water on the hearth’ ( tlamachtihquet l 1) 

 

 

Figure 3.8 /a:mana/ ‘to have water on the hearth’ ( tlamachtihquet l 2) 
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This is a regular pattern. Consider the spectrograms below (Figures 3.9 and 3.10). 

Figure 3.9 /a: t ͡sakʷ il ia: / ‘ she/he / it catches water  coming off a roof’ 

 

 

Figure 3.10 /ki-i ta / ‘ she/he /i t sees i t/something’  
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Now let us compare the spectrogram in Figure 3.10 (/ki-ita/ ‘she/he/it sees 

it/something’) with the same word in the plural form (Figure 3.11 /ki-ita-h/ ‘they see 

something/it’): 28 

Figure 3.11 /ki-i ta-h/ ‘they see something/ i t '  

 

 

With the addition of the plural morpheme /-h/, we do not get glottalization on 

the vowel. Instead we get the fingerprint of a typical [h] as we would expect, reflecting 

the morphology. An important point to make here is that this vowel is no longer at the 

word-boundary. Like the vowels in /a:mana/ and /a:t ͡sakʷilia:/ that are not at the word 

boundaries, the vowels of /ki-ita-h/ are not glottalized. Perhaps the glottalization of 

                                            

 
28  Note that in both of these spectrograms we have glottal stop epenthesis described in 3.1.2 between 

geminate vowels. 
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word-final vowels helps accentuate the difference between a word in its singular form 

with a word with the plural marker -h/ which is realized as a soft [h].  

In all of the words analyzed so far, the token word comprises the entire 

utterance. The picture is clouded when looking at word-final vowels that are in the 

middle of an utterance. In Figure 3.12, we see that there are no pauses at the word 

boundaries. We do not see any glottalization of the /a/ in [ja] or the /a:/ in [motlaloa:]. 

This suggests that the glottalization happens not at the word-level, but rather, at the 

utterance-level. 

Figure 3.12 / ja mot ɬa loa : jol ik/ ' she/he /i t ran slowly' 

 

Key & Key (1953) describe this very pattern in Sierra Nahuat:  “In utterance 

final position, a non-phonemic glottal stop follows a final vowel. In any other position 

the glottal stop does not occur. It is considered a feature of the utterance and not a 

phoneme” (pp. 55-56).  They describe the utterance final glottal stop as more 

pronounced than the “very lenis but phonemic h.” Croft (1951) also notes a “phrase 
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final” glottal stop (p.33) in Matlapa Nahuatl. While a contrast between [ʔ] and [h] 

would help mark the difference between plural and singular forms, the fact that this 

only occurs at the utterance-final position weakens this idea.  

Croft’s (1951) description of glottal stop epenthesis as happening at the “phrase” 

level rather than the “utterance” level is insightful. Consider the spectrogram in Figure 

3.13.29 The word initial /e/ of /eli/ is not glottalized, but the word final /i/ is, with clear 

and audible [ʔ], followed by a pause. This demonstrates that glottal stop epenthesis 

might be a feature of an intonational phrase rather than an utterance. In Figure 3.13, we 

have a pause before the clause /miak ʃiwit ͡ɬ/ ‘many herbs.’  

 

Figure 3.13 /nikan el i miak ʃ iwit ͡ ɬ / 'Many herbs grow here . '  

 

Much more experimental and naturalistic data is needed before arriving at a 

clearer picture of utterance or phrase level glottal epenthesis. 

                                            

 
29  This is the same spectrogram as Figures 3.6. and 3.9. 
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3.4. Word Final Nasals 

3.4.1. /n/ 

The process of glottal stop epenthesis discussed in 3.3.2 provides a clue to the 

behavior of word final nasals. In listening to the tlamachtianih, it is immediately 

apparent that word final /n/ undergoes lenition, possibly deletion. In other descriptions 

of Nahuatl, word-final nasals have been described in various ways. Goller, Goller, & 

Waterhouse, (1974) describe word- final nasals as being realized as [ŋ]. Key & Key 

(1953) describe word-final nasals as in free variation between [n] and [ŋ] with dental [n̪] 

elsewhere. Brockway (1963) describes word final /n/ as ranging from “lenis” [n] to 

voiceless [n̥] in the utterance-final position. In the overall Nahuatl language system, it 

seems there is word-final nasal allophony. 

 In looking at spectrograms of word final nasals, it is clear that in ChN, word-

final /n/ is not deleted. There are three pieces of evidence that indicate /n/ does not 

completely disappear:  

• When said in isolation, a word with an underlying word-final nasal does not 

have glottalization of the vowel (suggesting there is something in the coda). 

• There is evidence that the /n/ is realized as a soft [h], possibly a nasalized [h̃].  

• In monosyllabic words or words with word-final stress, the vowel is nasal. 

Figures 3.14 and 3.15, show spectrograms for the noun stem /sin-/ ‘corn’ as an 

absolutive noun /sin-t ͡ɬi/ ‘it is corn’ and as a possessed noun /no-sin/ ‘it is my corn’. 
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Figure 3.14 /s in-t ͡ ɬi / ‘corn’ ([ ˈsin. t ͡ ɬ i]) 

 

In /sint ͡ɬi/ above, we see the /n/ realized as [n] because it is not in the word-

final position. In /no-sin/ below, the stem is left without a suffix, leaving /n/ in the 

word-final position.  

Figure 3.15 /no-sin/ ‘i t is my corn’ ([ ˈno.siʰ])  
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As a consequence, it is realized as an [h]. I have chosen to represent the softness of this 

[h] as aspiration on the vowel [iʰ]. As figures 3.15, 3.17, and 3.18 show this is not a 

breathy vowel [i ̤] but rather a two-part sound making the representation [iʰ] more 

accurate. This aspiration sounds somewhat nasal, perhaps [ih̃]. In a few tokens the 

sound could possibly be described as voiceless [n̥]. Generally /i/ and /e/ often sounded 

slightly nasal while /a/ and /o/ sounded only aspirated when before a nasal sound. In 

future research, careful attention should be paid to airflow in this environment. If we 

compare the final /i/ in Figure 3.14 /sin-t ͡ɬi/ ‘corn’ to the final /i/ Figure 3.15 /no-sin/ 

‘my corn’, the absence of glottalization in [nosiʰ] is clear, demonstrating the difference 

in the phonetic form of a word-final vowel from one that precedes a consonant, even an 

almost invisible/inaudible consonant. This contrast is unambiguous when comparing 

/ika/ (Figure 3.16) ‘somewhere’ and /i-i:kan/ ‘behind it’ (Figure 3.17) . 

Figure 3.16 / ika / ‘somewhere’ 

 

In figure 3.16, there is glottalization of the final vowel. 
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Figure 3.17 / i- i:kan/ ‘behind i t’  

 

In Figure 3.17, there is slight aspiration of the vowel and no glottalization. Figure 3.18 

is another example of word final /n/ in ChN that demonstrates the realization of /n/ as 

an aspiration: 

Figure 3.18 /miston/ ‘ca t’ ([ ˈmis.toʰ]) 
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In the discussion of stress in 3.1.1, the few exceptions to the penultimate stress 

pattern included /aʃˈt ͡ɬen/ ‘nothing’ which is shown below (Figure 3.19 and 3.20). The 

word-final /n/ in this word is treated differently from word-final /n/ in words with 

penultimate stress (Figures 3.15, 3.17, and 3.18). /n/ is not realized as an aspiration and 

seems to delete. However, like the words with an underlying word-final nasal sound and 

penultimate stress, there is no glottalization of the vowel. This indicates that there might 

still be something there. The spectrogram does not show what is audibly clear, the final 

vowel is very nasal so that /aʃˈt ͡ɬen/ is realized as [aʃ.ˈt ͡ɬɛ̃].30 It is possible that this is 

similar to the word-final [ŋ] documented in other varieties of Nahuatl. 

Figure 3.19 /aʃ ˈ t ͡ ɬen/ ‘nothing’ ( tlamachtihque tl 1) 31 

 

                                            

 
30  Note that the spectrograms were segmented and labeled with the phonemes and not the phonetic 

surface form: [ɛ̃] is labeled /e/. 
31  Note that the ɬ, in this token is voiced demonstrating the variation with ɬ̬ 
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Figure 3.20 /aʃ ˈ t ͡ ɬen/ ‘nothing’ ( tlamachtihque tl 2) 

 

Monosyllabic words that end in an /n/ follow the same pattern as polysyllabic words 

with word-final stress. Thus /t ͡ɬa:n/ ‘if’ is realized as [t ͡ɬã:] (Figure 3.21, and /t ͡ɬen/ 

‘what?’ is realized as [t ͡ɬɛ̃] (Figure 3.22). 

Figure 3.21 / t ͡ ɬa:n/ ‘if ’ 
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Figure 3.22 / t ͡ ɬen/ ‘what?’ 

 

Let us revisit the spectrogram for the utterance /nikan eli miak ʃiwit ͡ɬ/ (Figure 

3.23). Here the word final /n/ of /nikan/ is realized as an [h], demonstrating that this is a 

word-level phenomenon and not an utterance-level phenomenon. There is no a pause or 

completion of an intonational phrase and still, the /n/ is realized as an aspiration.  

 

Figure 3.23 /nikan el i miak ʃ iwit ͡ ɬ / ‘Many herbs grow here .’ 
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3.4.2. Loan Words with Word-Final /n/  

Loan words present a variable treatment of word final /n/. The pattern reflects 

the variability in transformation of loan words I described in 2.3. Perhaps factors such 

as time of borrowing or the level of bilingualism of speakers influences the 

phonological realization. Or, perhaps the loanwords fall into differing strata within the 

lexicon. For example, the word /fiolin/ ‘violin’ was said [fiˈo.liʰ] following the pattern 

described above, indicating that it is fully transformed. However /asadon/ ‘hoe’ was 

produced as [a.ˈsa.ðon] and [a.sa.ˈðon], both of which have a word-final [n] like the 

Spanish form. This does not fit the pattern predicted by other ChN words described in 

the previous section. Figure 3.24, shows the voicing of the [n]. 

Figure 3.24 / i-asadon/ ‘her/his hoe’ 
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3.4.3. /m/ 

As many scholars of ClN have demonstrated (see for example Andrews, 

2003; Bedell, 2011), /m/ and /n/ seem to contrast in the onset position. Instances of 

nasal sounds found in the coda appear to be the result of regressive place 

assimilation to the sound that follows (we will have an example of this in section 

3.6.2) suggesting there might be one default abstract nasal sound in ClN codas 

(Bedell, 2011).32 In terms of the treatment of /m/ when word-final, the data from 

ChN indicate that the /m/ and /n/ are treated the same, possibly mirroring the claim 

made for ClN.  

The following two words demonstrate the similarity in treatment of word-

final /n/ and /m/:  /t ͡sonteˈkomi-t ͡ɬ/ ‘head’ (Figure 3.25) and /no-t ͡sontekom/33 ‘my 

head’ (Figure 3.26) in ChN. In Figure 3.26, the surface form of the word-final /m/ is 

[no.t ͡son.ˈte.koʰ] ‘my head’. As predicted by the generalization made in the 

discussion of /n/ in the previous section, /o/ does not sound at all nasal, only 

aspirated. Perhaps an /i/ or /e/ would sound nasal before a word-final /m/. 

 

 

                                            

 
32  It seems more likely that both /n/ and /m/ occur in the coda underlyingly and that all nasal sounds 

aspirate word-finally and assimilate to the place of the consonant that it precedes. These two 
tendencies might lead to the conclusion that there is only one default nasal sound in codas. But, what 
looks like an epenthetic [i] in words such as [t͡sonteˈkomi-t͡ɬ] might be inserted so that the surface form 
reflects the underlying /m/ rather than an assimilated form such as *[t͡sonteˈkon-t͡ɬi]. 

33  The fact that [i] deletes here suggests that it might be epenthetic. 
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Figure 3.25 / t ͡sontekomi- t ͡ ɬ/ ‘head’ 

 

 

Figure 3.26 /no- t ͡sontekom/ ‘my head’ 
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3.4.4. Summary of Word-Final Nasal Sounds 

The patterns observed in the data can be summarized as follows: 

1. [n, m] → [ʰ]~[h̃]/ [+syllabic, –stress]___] word 

2. [+syllabic, +stress] → [+nasal]/ ___[+nasal]] word 

3. [n, m] → Ø/ [+syllabic, +stress]___]word 

4. /n/ → [n]/ elsewhere 

5. /m/ → [m]/ elsewhere 

It is important to note that there is a dependency between 2 and 3. These two 

expressions summarize the retention of the nasality (on the vowel) of the deleted /n/ in 

the surface form. It is hoped that with more data, a clearer picture of word-final nasal 

sound behavior will emerge. 

3.5. Coda Lenition 

In this section, I will discuss a case of coda lenition that results in neutralization. 

There is lenition of /k/ when the morphology results in a string of a /k/ and a [–syllabic] 

sound. Because of ChN syllable structure, a /k/ in such a string will always be the coda 

of the syllable that precedes a stop in the onset of the following syllable. The process of 

lenition can be described as: 

/k/ → [h]~[ʰ]/ __[–syllabic] 

The [h] sound to which the velar stop transforms varies from a light aspiration 

[ʰ] to [h] which seems to happen in free variation. This variation in sounds will be 

shown in spectrograms later in this section. In rapid speech this /k/ is almost inaudible. 

This is a salient phenomenon in ChN because of verb morphology. The third person 
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object marker is /-k-/34 and as such, the verb morphology creates this environment when 

the object marker is attached (on the left edge) to a verb stem that begins with a 

consonant. Most of the examples in Table 3.4 below reflect this morphological process. 

To demonstrate that this appears to only happen with /k/, a few words with /t/ in the 

coda position preceding another consonant have been included in the table below. The 

realization of /kʷ/ before consonants was discussed in 3.2.2. Words with a /p/ in the 

coda position could not be found.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            

 
34  This marker can also be realized as the allomorph [-ki-]. I will return to this morpheme in Chapter 4. 
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Table 3.4 Lenit ion of /k/ 

  Underlying Form Surface  Form Gloss  
  / t /     
 1. /t͡ɬa:kati/ [t͡ɬa:.ˈka.ti] s/he/it is born  
 2. /t͡ɬa:kat-ki/ [t͡ɬa:.ˈkat.ki] s/he/it was born  
 3. /t͡ɬahmat-t͡sin/ [t͡ɬah.ˈma.t͡sin] softly (way of speaking).  
  /k/    
 4. /mik-ka-tzin/ [mih.ˈka:.t͡siʰ] a dead person  
 5. /ni-k-ma:ma:/ [nih.ˈma:.ma:] I carry it  
 6. /ni-k-no:tsa/ [nih.ˈno:.tsa] I call her/him/it  
 7. /ni-k-te:ma/ [nih.ˈte:.ma] I pour/dump solid things  
 8. /ni-k-t͡ɬehko:ltia:/ [nih.t͡ɬeh.ko:l.ˈti.a:] I put it on top of something  
 9. /ni-k-lekʷe:nia:/ [nih.le.kʷe:.ˈni.a:] I fold something without tearing it  
 10. /ni-k-kʷa:/ [ˈnih.kʷa:] I eat it  
 11. /ni-k-t͡ʃi:wa/ [nih.ˈt͡ʃi:.wa] I do it  
 12. /ni-k-ka:wa/ [nih. ˈka:.wa] I buy it  
 13. /ni-k-pija/ [nih.ˈpi.ja] I have it  
 14. /ni-k-so:wa/ [nih.ˈso:.wa] I extend it flat  
 15. /ni-k-t͡sakʷa/ [nih.ˈt͡sa.kʷa] I close it  
 16. /ni-k-jo:liltia:/ [nih.jo:.lil.ˈti.a:] I revive her/him/it  
 17. /ni-k-wa:t͡sa/ [nih.ˈwa:.t͡sa] I dry it  
 18. /ni-k-ahsi/ [ni.ˈkah.si] I touch it  
 19. /ni-k-a:mahka:wa/ [ni.ka:.mah.ˈka:.wa] I push the water  
 20. /ni-k-e:stema/ [ni.ke:s.ˈte.ma] I make blood sausage  
 21. /ni-k-e:tilia:/ [ni.ke:.ti.ˈli.a:] I make heavy (dead weight)  
 22. /ni-k-ihtoa:/ [ni.kih.ˈto.a:] I tell her/him  
 23. /ni-k-i:to:nalki:ʃtia:/ [ni.ki:.to:.nal.ki:ʃ.ˈti.a:] I make him or her sweat  
 24. /ni-k-oni/ [niˈ.ko.ni] I drink it  
 25. /ni-k-o:jilia:/ [ni.ko:.ji.ˈli.a:] I shell it   
      

 

 The data in Table 3.5 show that this phenomenon is word-bound. The items in 

Table 3.5 have the same strings (/kp/, /kt/, /kk/. etc) as in Table 3.4, but the sounds are 

divided by a word boundary. 
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Table 3.5 Word-Fina l Velar Stops 

  Underlying Form Surface  Form Gloss  
 1. /miak rowente/ [ˈmi.ak ro.ˈwen.te] many elves  
 2. /miak kal-li/ [ˈmi.ak ˈka.li] many houses  
 3. /miak ma:ko:s-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak ma:.ˈko:s.t͡ɬi] many bracelets  
 4. /miak nek-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak ˈnek.t͡ɬi] much honey  
 5. /miak tesiwi-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak te.ˈsi.wit͡ɬ] much hail  
 6. /miak t͡ɬaman-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak t͡ɬa.ˈman.t͡ɬi] many things  
 7. /miak let͡ʃih/ [ˈmi.ak ˈle.t͡ʃih] much milk  
 8. /miak kʷawi-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak ˈkʷa.wit͡ɬ] many trees  
 9. /miak t͡ʃokola:-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak t͡ʃo.ˈko.la:t͡ɬ] much chocolate  
 10. /miak ʃo:t͡ʃi-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak ˈʃo:.t͡ʃit͡ɬ] many flowers  
 11. /miak pit͡sa:wak/ [ˈmi.ak pi.ˈt͡sa:.wak] many sticks  
 12. /miak sakawil-li/ [ˈmi.ak sa.ka.ˈwi.li] many zacahuiles  
 13. /miak t͡sik-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak ˈt͡sik.t͡ɬi] much tree sap  
 14. /miak jo:lpa:kilis-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak jo:l.pa:.ki.ˈlist͡ɬi] much happiness  
 15. /miak wah-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak ˈwah.t͡ɬi] much amaranth  
 16. /miak alaʃoʃ/ [ˈmi.ak a.ˈla.ʃoʃ] many oranges  
 17. /miak a:ma-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak a:.ˈmat͡ɬ] many papers  
 18. /miak ehe:ca-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmi.ak. e.ˈhe:.cat͡ɬ] much wind  
 19. /miak ista-t͡ɬ/ [ˈmiak ˈis.tat͡ɬ] much salt  
 20. /miak  oh-t͡ɬi/ [ˈmi.ak  ˈoh.t͡ɬi] many roads  
      

 

 The following spectrograms demonstrate the variation in the realization of /k/ 

before a consonant. These are two different samples of /ni-k-pija/, I-obj.-have ‘I have 

it/something’, by the same tlamachtihquetl. In Figure 3.27 the [h] noise in the higher 

frequencies is much darker and the waveform much larger than the [ʰ] in Figure 3.28. 
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Figure 3.27 /nikpija/ with [h] 

 

 

Figure 3.28 /nikpija/ with [ʰ] 
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3.6. Assimilation 

In this section, I will discuss assimilation. In all of these cases, the phoneme /j/ is 

involved. First I will begin with a description of /o/ centralization, then I will continue 

with a discussion of consonant sounds that assimilate to /j/. 

3.6.1. /o/ Centralization  

Recall Figure 2.1 Vowel Space. When mapped out by their F1 and F2 

measurements, individual vowels were loosely scattered throughout the general area 

associated with the vowel. With the data collected, it is at this point unclear if the 

scattered distribution of /a/, /e/, and /i/ reflects free variation or low-level phonetic 

influences of surrounding sounds. However for the /o/ phonemes, there is evidence 

that the distribution is phonologically driven. Looking at Figure 3.29, the vowel 

space taken up by /o/ and /o:/ is noticeably wide. Another conspicuous detail is that 

there are two groupings (more or less) of points. One grouping is further back, 

where we would expect the [o] vowel space to be centered. The second, more 

scattered grouping loosely concentrates around [ʊ].  
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Figure 3.29 /o/ Vowel Space 

 

 

In the data captured in Table 3.6, a dotted line has been drawn dividing the two 

groupings visible in the graph. Items 1-15 have an F2 measurement that ranges from 

roughly 850hz to 1100hz. Items 16 to 31 have an F2 measurement that ranges from 

1300hz to almost 1800hz. Vowel length and whether or not the vowel is in a stressed 

syllable do not seem to be factors. The only common denominator for this allophony 

([ʊ]) is being in the environment of /j/ or /ʃ/. 
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Table 3.6 Measurements of /o/ F2 

  phoneme F2 F1 Env. Stress Token  
 1. o: 856.0593 536.4791 p_l 0 kipo:loa:  
 2. o: 912.4121 532.7058 p_l 0 kipo:loa:  
 3. o: 923.3433 554.0601 p_w 1 kipo:wa  
 4. o: 955.3767 521.3396 p_w 1 kipo:wa  
 5. o: 965.0454 655.8729 m_] 0 a:temo:  
 6. o 1000.1403 553.3628 p_l 0 kipoloa:  
 7. o 1024.9718 716.3475 k_n 1 nikoni:  
 8. o 1025.2467 559.8117 p_l 0 kipoloa:  
 9. o: 1062.4452 574.9195 k_s 1 ma:ko:s-t͡ɬi  
 10. o: 1068.8280 579.7913 k_s 1 ma:ko:s-t͡ɬi  
 11. o: 1073.7773 719.6940 m_] 0 a:temo:  
 12. o 1096.9205 605.0037 l_a 1 kipo:loa:  
 13. o 1102.5131 585.8170 l_a 1 kipo:loa:  
 14. o 1102.6948 595.0541 l_a 1 kipoloa:  
 15. o 1123.9338 609.1459 l_a 1 kipoloa:  
 16. o 1320.7288 498.5453 p_j 0 t͡ɬapoja:wi  
 17. o 1330.2164 559.8397 j_p 0 na:wjo:pa:ja  
 18. o 1350.7627 638.0832 ʃ_k 1 ʃoʃoktik  
 19. o 1392.6571 531.1445 j_w 1 Maria jowi  
 20. o 1407.0030 628.7133 ʃ_ʃ 0 alaʃoʃ  
 21. o 1421.7837 602.0361 ʃ_ʃ 0 alaʃoʃ  
 22. o 1431.4353 491.3058 j_w 1 t͡ɬajowa  
 23. o 1529.0936 489.0407 j_w 1 t͡ɬajowa  
 24. o 1550.2905 591.1834 j_p 0 na:wjo:.pa:ja  
 25. o: 1570.0328 637.5852 j_l 1 jo:lik  
 26. o: 1700.0479 597.9866 j_l 1 jo:lik  
 27. o: 1731.1828 587.4543 ʃ_t͡ʃ 1 miak ʃo:t͡ʃi-t͡ɬ  
 28. o: 1760.3655 596.9212 j_l 1 jo:lik  
 29. o: 1787.6221 603.7999 ʃ_t͡ʃ 1 miak ʃo:t͡ʃi-t͡ɬ  
 30. o 1797.1268 549.4713 ʃ_ʃ 0 ʃoʃoctic  
         

   

I have placed this section under the title “assimilation” because intuitively there 

is something similar about /j/ and /ʃ/. There should be some feature that makes them a 

natural class that would spread to the vowel resulting in assimilation. In fact this is not 

the only instance of these two sounds being connected in Nahuatl. In 3.2.3 I discussed 
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how /j/, when in the coda position, was realized as /ʃ/. However, using the features 

outlined in Hayes (2009), there is not a natural class that is made of these two sounds.  

In order to change from /o/ to /ʊ/, the /o/ must change to [+high, +tense]. 

These are features of /j/ that could arguably spread to /o/. However these are not 

features of /ʃ/ (ʃ does not have features for height or tenseness), at least in the features 

outlined in Hayes (2009). Perhaps [+high] or [+tense] are features of the Nahuatl /ʃ/? 

Another solution would be to propose another feature that /ʊ/, /j/ and /ʃ/ share in 

common, such as [+central]. This solution is a bit ad hoc and for the time being this 

allophonic relationship will go unresolved.  

A third sound in Nahuatl, /t ͡ʃ/, is produced in the same general area as /j/ and /ʃ/. 

With the limited data that I have in table 3.6, it is not clear if /t ͡ʃ/ triggers this same 

allophonic variation. The only tokens in Table 3.6 with /t ͡ʃ/ (27 & 29) do have the 

allophonic [ʊ]. Despite this, it is a confound—the /o/ in both of these tokens are also in 

the environment of /ʃ/. Though I suspect /t ͡ʃ/ has the same effect on /o/, more data is 

needed to confirm this.  

This type of allophonic variation of /o/ is likely more widespread in the Nahuatl 

language, or at least in the Huasteca. Croft (1951) described a similar allophonic variation 

in Matlapa Nahuatl. In this variety of Huastec Nahuatl, /o/ → [u]/ ___w. This does not 

happen in ChN as items 3 and 4 (/kipo:wa/) in Table 3.6 show. That being said, 

impressionistically this allophone was most obvious in the word /jowi/. This environment, 

(/j__w) prompted my investigation into /o/ allophony. Until I saw the distribution based on 

F2 measurements, I thought I was hearing something close to a [u] rather than a [ʊ].  
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3.6.2. /h/ Assimilation 

In the next two sections, I will discuss assimilation of consonant sounds. The 

data in Table 3.7 below demonstrates the behavior of /j/ and its neighboring sounds 

through the morphological process of adding the verbal suffix /-ja/ which roughly 

translates ‘to already’ or ‘just now’. In items 11-20, environments are divided by 

word boundaries, demonstrating that these phenomena are limited by the word 

boundary. Items 6 and 7 in table 3.7 demonstrate a process of partial regressive 

assimilation. In these words, the /j/ that follows /h/ causes the /h/ to be realized as the 

palatal fricative [ç]. The following describes this process: 

/h/ → [ç] /___j 

It seems as though the features [+dorsal] (and perhaps [+front]) are spreading from the [j], 

resulting in a palatal sound.   
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Table 3.7 / j/ Assimilat ion 

  Underlying Form Surface  Form Gloss  
 1. /wito:n-ki-ja/ [wi.to:n.ki.a] s/he/it jumped already  
 2. /ki-ita-ja/ [ki.ʔi.ta.ja] s/he/it sees it already  
 3. /ki-ita-s-ja/ [ki.ʔi.ta.sa] s/he/it will see it already  
 4. /nehnemi-s-ja/ [neh.ne.mi.sa] s/he/it will walk already   
 5. /ki-ita-k-ja/ [ki.ʔi.tah.ka] s/he/it saw it already  
 6. /ki-ita-keh-ja/ [ki.ʔi.ta.keç.ja] they already saw it  
 7. /kanahja/ [ka.naç.ja] someplace  
 8. /na:wjo:pa:n-ja/ [na:w.jo:.pa:.ja] three days ago  
 9. /na:man-ja/ [na:.ma.ja] just now   
 10.  [na:.maɲ.ja] just now   
 11. /hwan jowi/ [hwan jʊ.wi] Juan goes  
 12. /maɾia jowi/ [ma.ɾi.a jʊ.wi] Maria goes  
 13. /isak jowi/ [i.sak jʊ.wi] Isaac goes  
 14. /andɾes jowi/ [an.dres jʊ.wi] Andres goes  
 15. /biki jowi/ [bi.ki jʊ.wi] Vicky goes  
 16. /no-kone-h jowi/ [no.ko.neh jʊ.wi] My children go  
 17. /ja mo-t͡ɬaloa: jo:lik/ [ja mo.t͡ɬa.lo.a: jʊ:.lik] s/he/it runs slowly  
 18. /ja mo-t͡ɬaloh-ki jo:lik/ [ja mo.t͡ɬa.loh.ki jʊ:.lik] s/he/it ran slowly  
 19. /iniwantin mo-t͡ɬaloh-keh 

jo:lik/ 
[i.ni.wan.ti mo.t͡ɬa.loh.keh 
jʊ:.lik] 

they ran slowly  

 20. /ja mo-t͡ɬalo-s jo:lik/ [ja mo-t͡ɬalo-s jʊ:lik] s/he/it will run slowly  
 21. /t͡ʃo:ka-jaja/ [t͡ʃo:.ka.ja.ja] s/he/it used to cry  
      

 

3.6.3. /j/ Assimilation to /k/ 

In ClN, the progressive assimilation of /j/ after certain sounds is well 

documented. For example, Andrews (2003) lists the complete assimilation of /j/ after 

/l/, /s/, /ʃ/, /t ͡ʃ/, and /t ͡s/. This process of assimilation was recognized through the 

study of morphology and the orthography used in colonial documents. Similarly, the 

related assimilation phenomena in ChN are also reflected in the orthography 
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formalized by IDIEZ for ChN. The pattern of /j/ assimilation in ChN (in Table 3.7) 

can be summarized as: 

/j/ →  [k]/ k__ 

/j/ →  [j]/ elsewhere 

Item 5 in Table 3.7, /ki-ita-k-ja/, demonstrates how the assimilation of   

/j/ → [k]/ k__  creates the environment for another phonological process: lenition.  

There is a dependency between this process and the process described in 3.5,  

/k/ → [h]~[ʰ]/ __[–syllabic], resulting in the surface form: [ki.ʔi.tah.ka] and not 

*[ki.ʔi.tak.ka] or *[ki.ʔi.tah.ja]. 

With the data collected, it is still unclear if the assimilation of /j/ to /l/, /ʃ/, 

/t ͡ʃ/, and /t ͡s/ described for ClN is productive in ChN. There are many words in ChN 

that, at least historically, reflect what looks like this type of assimilation. [kʷatiʃo:] 

‘saw dust’ is written orthographically as cuatixxo, presumably coming from /cua-tiʃ-

jot ͡ɬ/, with /-jot ͡ɬ/ being a suffix that makes the meaning abstract roughly translating 

to -ness or -hood in English. The two x’s in the orthographic representation reflect 

the derived morphology. I asked one of the tlamachtihquetl if speakers who did not 

study Nahuatl morphology would know that this came from two distinct morphemes 

historically. The response was “probably not”, suggesting that these words are 

lexicalized and possibly from an older derivation when this assimilation process was 

productive. On the other hand, we could not think of any words where /j/ followed 

/ʃ/. In future work, it would be interesting to test these environments with wug 

words to see if novel derivations would trigger these other assimilation processes.  
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The data in table 3.7 is different from the example above (cuatixxo) in that 

the morphology that creates the environment is not derivational, but rather 

inflectional.35 Thus it is more likely to be a productive process rather than a relic of 

past derivation that has since been lexicalized.  

As for the last environment described as triggering /j/ assimilation in ClN, 

/[s]___,  we do not have a case of assimilation in ChN, but rather, deletion. In the next 

section, I will discuss the evidence for deletion.  

3.7. Deletion 

3.7.1. /j/ Deletion 

Items 3 and 4 in Table 3.7 demonstrate the following phenomenon: 

  /j/ → Ø/ s__ 

After deletion, syllabification follows the MOP. Thus the /s/ that we would 

expect to be in the coda forms the onset of the next syllable: /ki-ita-s-ja/ is 

syllabified [ki.ʔi.ta.sa]. The fact that the surface forms is syllabified in this way, as 

opposed to *[ki.ʔi.tas.ja] or *[ki.ʔi.tas.sa],36 suggests there is deletion. The question 

remains: is the underlying morphology reflected in the surface form through 

compensatory lengthening? A careful comparison of /s/ that is underlyingly 

                                            

 
35 Though this assimilation process is also reflected in the orthography.  [ki.ʔi.tah.ka] is represented as 

quiittacca. 
36 In this scenario, the [s.s] string would be the result of an assimilation process similar to that of [k]. 

Interestingly, the /sj/ string is represented as zz in the ChN orthography (e.g., quiittazza).  
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intervocalic with /s/ that precedes a deleted /j/ suggests not. Table 3.8, shows the 

lengths of /s/. The ratio of the length of the s-segment to the length of the VCV 

segment is also calculated in order to control for rate of speech. As table 3.8 

demonstrates, the ratios of s/VsV range from .31 to .37. 

Table 3.8 Length of Morphologica l ly /s/ , [s] in Surface Form, in Seconds 

 Morphology L of  s L of  VsV L of  word Ratio of s/VsV σ V:  
 a:saka 0.112 0.366 0.648 0.305 3 1  
 a:saka 0.127 0.376 0.707 0.338 3 1  
 nosin 0.154 0.431 0.639 0.358 2 0  
 mo-sawa 0.130 0.348 0.653 0.375 3 0  
 nosin 0.173 0.437 0.614 0.396 2 0  
 mo-sawa 0.133 0.307 0.572 0.434 3 0  
    Average 0.368    
    Stand Dev 0.030    
         

 

Table 3.9 shows the that the ratios of sØ/VsØV37 range between .34 to .44. This is 

not significantly longer than the range for underlyingly single /s/. This suggests that there 

is deletion of the /j/ after /s/, unlike what we saw for /j/ after /k/ in the previous section. 

Table 3.9 Length of Morphologica l ly /sj /, [ s] in Surface Form, in Seconds 

 Morphology L of  sØ L of  VsØV L of  word Ratio of sØ/VsØV σ V:  
 ki-ita-s-ja 0.156 0.463 0.791 0.338 4 0  
 ki-ita-s-ja 0.158 0.464 0.816 0.340 4 0  
 nehnemi-s-ja 0.174 0.461 0.889 0.376 4 0  
 nehnemi-s-ja 0.170 0.384 0.793 0.442 4 0  
    Average 0.374    
    Stand Dev 0.045    
         

                                            

 
37  The “sØ” here represents the underlying /sj/, surface [s]. 
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3.7.2. /t ͡ɬ/ Deletion 

I now turn to another example of deletion in ChN. Many scholars of Nahuatl 

morphology describe a process of regressive lateral assimilation. The process can be 

described as: 

 [t ͡ɬ] → [l] / l___ 

In this account, the /l/ is always in the coda and the /t ͡ɬ/ is in the onset of the next 

syllable. This is a salient phenomenon in the language because of the allomorphy of the 

absolutive noun marker in Nahuatl /-t ͡ɬ/.  

Three absolutive noun markers are said to be allomorphs of the same morpheme. 

The underlying suffix /-t ͡ɬ/38 is realized as [-t ͡ɬ] after noun-stems that end in a vowel,  

[-t͡ɬi] after noun-stems that end in a consonant other than /l/, and [-li] after noun-stems 

that end in /l/ (Andrews, 2003; Bedell, 2011; Herrera, 2011; IDIEZ, 2012). The [l] of 

the [-li] allopmorph is a product of the regressive lateral assimilation process described 

above. The [i] in [-t ͡ɬi] and [-li] is epenthetic to correct the illicit syllable structure. Thus 

a noun like /kal-/ ‘building’ in the absolutive form goes from /kal-/ → kal-t ͡ɬ → kal-t ͡ɬi 

→ [kalli].  However, when hearing nouns in ChN, the [-li] suffix sounds like [-i] 

(similar to the simplification heard with /sj/ above). Thus in the surface forms, 

following the MOP, syllabification looks like [ka.li] (CV.CV) rather than *[kal.li] 

                                            

 
38  This has also been described as underlyingly /-t͡ɬi/. Scholars have proposed two possibilities in Nahuatl: 

Epenthesis fixes bad syllable structure and thus the underlying morpheme /-t͡ɬ/ inserts an [i] to break 
up a consonant cluster. Or conversely, Nahuatl has a “weak i” that is deleted when not necessary and 
thus the underlying /-t͡ɬi/ is realized as [-t͡ɬ] when following a vowel. 
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(CVC.CV) as we might expect if all of the underlying sounds had a corresponding 

sound in the surface form. Brockway (1963) transcribes nouns in North Puebla Nahuatl 

with a [-i] as well (e.g. [ƛaškali] ‘tortilla,’ p.160). 

Using the same methodology that I used for the /sj/ string above, I carefully 

compared the lengths of what is morphologically /l/ and what is morphologically /lt ͡ɬ/ 

the data supports the conclusion that rather than a process of regressive lateral 

assimilation, there is a process of deletion. This process can be described as: 

/t ͡ɬ/ → Ø/ l__ 

  Table 3.10 shows the lengths of what is morphologically a single /l/. The ratios 

of l/VlV range between .27 and .37. 

 

Table 3.10 Length of Morphologica lly /l /, [ l] in Surface Form, in Seconds 

 Morphology L of  l L of  VlV L of  word Ratio of l /VlV σ V:  
 ki-po:loa: 0.102 0.383 0.813 0.267 4 1  
 ala:wa 0.103 0.376 0.605 0.273 3 1  
 ki-po:loa: 0.105 0.373 0.760 0.283 4 1  
 a:-t͡sakʷilia: 0.097 0.326 0.864 0.298 5 0  
 ala:wa 0.120 0.369 0.628 0.303 3 1  
 eli 0.114 0.373 0.373 0.305 2 0  
 alaʃoʃ-0 0.098 0.314 0.695 0.312 3 0  
 alaʃoʃ-0 0.096 0.300 0.706 0.319 3 0  
 ki-poloa: 0.095 0.276 0.618 0.344 4 0  
 a:-t͡sakʷilia: 0.109 0.306 0.942 0.357 5 0  
 ki-poloa: 0.107 0.293 0.668 0.367 4 0  
    Average 0.312    
    Stand Dev 0.033    
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The data in Table 3.9 contain the lengths of the segments that are morphologically 

/lt ͡ɬ/. The ratios for these sounds range from .24 to .37, roughly the same as for /l/. 

 

Table 3.11 Length of Morphologica lly /l t ͡ ɬ /,  [ l] in Surface Form, in Seconds 

 Morphology L of  lØ L of  VlØV L of  word Ratio of lØ/VlØV σ V:  
 mi:l-t͡ɬi 0.115 0.479 0.591 0.240 2 1  
 aʃal-t͡ɬi 0.121 0.404 0.690 0.299 3 0  
 aʃal- t͡ɬi 0.106 0.347 0.639 0.305 3 0  
 mi:l-t͡ɬan 0.109 0.348 0.631 0.314 2 1  
 a:nal-t͡ɬi 0.116 0.326 0.583 0.356 3 0  
 a:nal-t͡ɬi 0.118 0.317 0.586 0.371 3 0  
     Average 0.314    
     Stand Dev 0.047    
         

 

The range in duration is essentially the same for what is /l/ and what is /lt ͡ɬ/, 

supporting the conclusion that we have another case of deletion without compensatory 

lengthening. The only predictable pattern in duration in both Tables 3.10 and 3.11 is 

that [l] is somewhat reduced when adjacent to a long vowel. Figure 3.30 below shows 

the range in duration in the data for both [s] and [l], demonstrating that the range is 

consistent despite the underlying morphology. 
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Figure 3.30 Summary of Segment Lengths: s,  sØ, l, and lØ 

 

3.7.3. /n/ Deletion 

 Items 8 and 9 of Table 3.7 demonstrate the deletion of /n/. In this case the 

deleted sound is not the onset of the following syllable (as in /j/ and / t ͡ɬ/ deletion) but 

rather, the coda. This phenomenon can be expressed as: 

/n/ → Ø/ __ j  

While one tlamachtihquetl was very consistent in this pronunciation, the other 

tlamachtihquetl vacillated between this form and the form in item 10 (Table 3.7), 

suggesting that there is a competing process of partial regressive assimilation. This 

partial assimilation can be described as: 

  /n/ → [ɲ]/ __ j 

 It is interesting that in this phenomenon, there are two competing processes. One 

is deletion (similar to /j/ and / t ͡ɬ/ deletion) and the other is assimilation (similar to /h/ 
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and /k/). It is important to note in this discussion that the data sample is small. In future 

research, these phenomena should be looked at using other morpheme combinations that 

result in the same environments. Especially with the variation seen for /n/ (assimilation 

and deletion), data from more speakers would be helpful. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, I have been able to establish the phonemic inventory of 

Chicnontepec Nahuatl. I have also touched on some of the questions raised by loan-

word incorporation. In this exploratory study, I have revealed some of the phonological 

similarities and differences between Chicontepec Nahuatl and a few other varieties of 

Nahuatl, both contemporary and classical. Throughout this thesis, I have relied on 

acoustic analysis to shed light on the phonological phenomena described. These 

methods have provided quantifiable evidence for some of these phenomena. 

I have looked at the role that stress, syllable structure, and the utterance play in 

allophonic variation such as the devoicing of /j/ and /w/ and the delabialization of /w/ 

and /kʷ/ in the coda position. In these discussions, I have been able to show how this 

allophonic variation results in phoneme neutralization. Glottal stop epenthesis was 

evidenced in two different contexts: to separate syllables with geminate vowels (e.g., 

CV1.V1 and V1.V1) and, as my preliminary observations show, at the end of an 

intonational phrase (rather than at the end of an utterance or word). In the discussion of 

word-final nasal sounds, I was able to demonstrate that stress affects the realization of 

the word-final nasal sound as well the vowel of that syllable. I also described how 

word-final nasal sounds were treated the same in monosyllabic words and words with 

word-final stress. 

The data presented here has provided valuable examples of the interplay 

between morphology and phonology. Morphology was the driving force in creating the 

environments that triggered the processes of coda lenition (/k/), assimilation (codas: /n/, 
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/h/, /j/ and onsets: /j/), and deletion (coda: /n/ and onsets: /j/, /t ͡ɬ/). Perhaps the following 

topics are worthy of further study: 

Nasal assimilation: Assimilation of /n/ to /j/ was observed. Here, a number of 

examples by one tlamachtihquetl only resulted in place assimilation. This is a 

phenomenon described in a number of the articles on Nahuatl: nasal sounds assimilate 

to the place of the following sound resulting in [m], [ɲ], and [ŋ]. Since I did not set out 

to look at this process, my data contained very few examples. It would be interesting to 

see how nasal sounds in the coda might behave receding the various consonant sounds 

in ChN. 

Devoicing: Another example of a pattern that emerged was the devoicing of /l/ 

in the coda position. In some words, /l/ seemed to be produced as a sound ranging 

somewhere between [l ̥] and [ɬ], perhaps best described as a less-noisy [ɬ]. Table 4.1 

below captures the variation observed in the data. More data will allow broader 

generalizations to be made. 

Table 4.1 / l/ devoic ing 

 Token Environment Stress Surface  form Gloss  
 pi:l toˈcat͡sin /___t unstressed l̥ ~ ɬ little spider  
 nelneˈlija /__n unstressed l̥ ~ ɬ true   
 t͡ʃi:l ˈnakat͡ɬ /__n unstressed l̥ ~ ɬ meat marinated in chilli  
 pi:l t͡ɬaˈkʷalt͡sin /__t͡ɬ unstressed l̥ ~ ɬ food (diminuative)  
 pi:lt͡ɬaˈkʷal t͡sin /__t͡s stressed l food (diminuative)  
 pi:lkʷaxilot͡sin /__kʷ unstressed l banana (diminuative)  
 pi:lkomalt͡sin /__k unstressed l ~ l̥ ~ ɬ griddle (diminuative)  
 pi:lmo:jo:t͡sin /__m unstressed l mosquito (diminuative)  
 a:ʃa:li /V__V unstressed l sand  
 alaʃoʃ /V__V stressed l orange  
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 In this thesis, expressions (see Figure 4.1) have been used to described 

phenomena found in the data. These have served as a tool to describe individual 

patterns and environments. The next step would be to see how these individual 

phonological environments are connected by larger phenomena. 

Figure 4.1 Summary of Observed Pa tte rns 

σ → [+stress] / __ σ ]word 
/w/ → [h] / __]σ   

/kʷ/ → [h]/ ___k  
/kʷ/ → [k]/ ___[-syllabic] 
/j/ → [ʃ]/ ___]σ 

/ʃ/ → [ʂ]/ ___]word 
[n, m] → [ʰ]~[h ̃]/ [+syllabic, –stress]___] word 
[+syllabic, +stress] → [+nasal]/ ___[+nasal]] word 
[n, m] → Ø/ [+syllabic, +stress]___]word 
/k/ → [h]~[ʰ]/ __[–syllabic] 
/h/ → [ç] /____j  
/j/ →  [k]/  /k/__ 
/j/ → Ø/ s__ 
/t͡ɬ/ → Ø/ l__ 
/n/ → Ø / __ j  
/n/ → [ɲ] / __ j 

 

These patterns seem to relate to attempts to restrict what goes in the coda and in 

the onset of a syllable. In the Optimality Theory (OT) framework,39 it is possible to 

unify many of the sound specific patterns through the interaction of markedness and 

faithfulness constraints. For example, a markedness constraint like *VOICEDCODA  may 

                                            

 
39  First proposed by Prince & Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy & Prince (1993). 
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capture what many of these patterns have in common (i.e. /j/ → [ʃ], /w/ → [h], [n, m] → 

[ʰ]~[h̃]/[+syllabic, –stress]___]word , [n,] → Ø/[+syllabic, +stress]___]word , and the 

devoicing /l/). The conspiracy of a faithfulness constraint like MAXNASAL with the 

markedness constraint *VOICEDCODA might express what the two different word-final 

nasal phenomena described in 3.4 (nasalization of the vowel when stressed and the 

possibly nasal aspiration when unstressed) share. 

In this thesis, I have described a number phonological phenomena in 

Chicontepec Nahuatl from Veracruz, Mexico. This first exploration into this variety’s 

sound system was made possible through collaboration with the tlamachtianih of 

IDIEZ. As such, the generalizations made here are preliminary findings. It is hoped 

that this analysis serves as an invitation to more comprehensive research using both 

experimental data as well as naturalistic data gathered in the field from a larger 

number of Nahuatl speakers. 
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APPENDIX 

List of Words Recorded 

1.   a:mana –  to have water on the hearth   
2.   a:na:lli –  ground that lays on the 

opposite bank of a body of 
water   

3.   a:temo: –  for water to drip from wet 
clothing   

4.   at ͡ɬak –  dubitive particle “do you 
think so?”   

5.   alaʃoʃ –  fruit of the orange tree   
6.   a:kʷa: –  for wood to become soaked 

with water   
7.   at ͡ʃi –  part of st   
8.   a:ʃa:lli –  sand   
9.   aʃaca –  for so or an animal to be 

someplace    
10.   a:pani –  on an elevated surface next 

to the river bank   
11.   a:t ͡sakʷilia: –  to catch water coming 

off a roof   
12.   a:ja:t ͡ɬ –  fishing net   
13.   a:wakat ͡ɬ –  avocado fruit   
14.   a:wi –  appellative used to address a 

married or an older woman   
15.   ahahsi –  to touch the body of a 

pregnant woman or a sick 
person to see if they are 
well   

16.   a:saka –  fetch water   
17.   ma: –  part introduces the imp & 

amonestative mode   

18.   imah –  hand   
19.   kimawa – for spoiled food to cause 

other food spoil by coming 
into contact with it   

20.   na –  I   
21.   kinawa –  to pick up and carry so or 

st in one’s arms   
22.   ta –  you   
23.   itatah –  father    
24.   t ͡ɬawa:ki –  for a place to be very 

dry   
25.   ala:wa –  for spoiling food to 

ferment   
26.   kikʷa: –  el/ella come   
27.   kikʷa:h –  ellos comen   
28.   mokʷa:wa:t ͡sa –  to dry soʻs hair   
29.   t ͡ʃaht ͡ʃa –  to spit   
30.   kiʃa:wa –  to dig in the earth   
31.   san –  only, just   
32.   mosawa –  to fast   
33.   kikawa –  to leave st someplace    
34.   kipa –  to paint st, one’s own father   
35.   kipo:wa –  to read st 2 to count 

people, animals or things   
36.   kit ͡sawa –  to knit or embroider   
37.   ja –  he, she, it   
38.   t ͡ɬajowa –  to get dark or for night to 

fall   
39.   wahca –  far from so   
40.   wahca –  thus, and so   
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41.   mowawana –  to scratch so (as to 
alleviate itching)   

42.   ahat ͡ʃi –  in small portions   
43.   kiahaloa: –  to apply lard to a clay 

pot for cooking   
44.   t ͡ɬanreret ͡ʃoka –  to grate one’s teeth   
45.   ibakah –  her/his cow 
46.   iasadon –  her/his hoe 
47.   gant ͡ʃoh –  clothes hanger 
48.   fiolin –  violin 
49.   boroh –  donkey 
50.   paɾa –  for 
51.   kipensaɾoa: –  she/he thinks 

something 
52.   kit ͡ɬa:tia: –  esconder   
53.   kit ͡ɬatia: –  prender   
54.   kikʷa:t ͡sohtequi –  cortarle la cabeza 

de algo   
55.   kʷat ͡sohtequi –  yo corto la madera   
56.   t ͡ɬapa:ni –  quebrar   
57.   t ͡ɬapani –  en la loma   
58.   kipo:loa: –  embarrar   
59.   kipoloa: –  perder   
60.   me:t ͡st ͡ɬi –  luna   
61.   met ͡st ͡ɬi –  pierna   
62.   kime:lawa –  enderecer   
63.   kimelawa –  encontrar   
64.   t ͡ʃit ͡ʃi –  perro   
65.   t ͡ʃi:t ͡ʃi:  –  el mama   
66.   aʃt ͡ɬen –  for nothing to happen, 

nothing   
67.   iikan –  behind it   
68.   ika –  somewhere   
69.   misto:n –  cat   

70.   nomizto:n –  my cat   
71.   nopi:lmisto:n –  my little cat   
72.   sint ͡ɬi –  corn   
73.   nosin –  my corn   
74.   nopi:lsin –  my corn (reverential)   
75.   pi:lsint ͡sin –  corn (reverential)   
76.   ke:ma:n –  cuando   
77.   ke:ma:nt ͡sin –  aveces   
78.   na:man –  now   
79.   na:mant ͡sin –  right now   
80.   ko:mit ͡ɬ –  clay water jug   
81.   noko:m –  my clay water jug   
82.   t ͡sonteko:mit ͡ɬ –  head   
83.   not ͡sonteko:m –  my head   
84.   nopiltzonteco:ntzin –  my little head   
85.   kaltepa:mit ͡ɬ –  bamboo wall   
86.   nokaltepa:m –  my bamboo wall   
87.   nopilkaltepantzin –  my little 

bamboo wall   
88.   pahtoa: –  to walk around in circles   
89.   masantlae:lto –  for there to be no 

wind or clouds   
90.   ipolatoh –  plate   
91.   ante –  very, too much   
92.   tateh –  apellative for an elderly 

man   
93.   tisi –  grind nixtamal   
94.   t ͡saht ͡si –  to cry   
95.   a:me:lko –  at the spring   
96.   moi:ʃpa: –  put makup on so   
97.   nepa –  there (far but in sight)   
98.   nehnemisja –  s/he/it will walk 

already    
99.   kiʔittaja –  s/he/it sees it already   
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100.   kiʔittasja –  s/he/it will see it 
already   

101.   kiʔittakehja –  they already saw it   
102.   kiʔittakja –  s/he/it saw it already   
103.   kanahja –  someplace   
104.   wito:nkij ̞a –  s/he/it jumped already   
105.   na:wjo:pa:nja –  three days ago   
106.   na:manja –  just today    
107.   hwan jowi  –  Juan goes   
108.   maɾia jowi –  Maria goes   
109.   isak jowi –  Isaac goes   
110.   andres jowi –  Andres goes   
111.   biki jowi –  Vicky goes   
112.   nokoneh jowi –  my children go   
113.   ja mot ͡ɬaloa: jo:lik –  s/he/it runs 

slowly   
114.   ja mot ͡ɬalohki jo:lik –  s/he/it ran 

slowly   
115.   iniwanti mot ͡ɬalohkeh jo:lik –  they 

ran slowly   
116.   ja mot ͡ɬalos jo:lik –  s/he/it will run 

slowly   
117.   t ͡ʃo:kajaja –  s/he/it used to cry   
118.   t ͡ɬapojawi –  for night to fall   
119.   t ͡ɬapojahka:n –  at nightfall   
120.   kika:wa –  s/he/it leaves it   
121.   kika:hki –  s/he/it left it 
122.   kiko:wa –  s/he/it buys it   
123.   kiko:hki –  s/he/it bought it   
124.   kit ͡sakʷa –  s/he/it covers it   
125.   kit ͡sahki –  s/he/it covered it   
126.   nekʷt ͡ɬi –  honey   
127.   kʷatochi –  rabbit   
128.   kʷawit ͡ɬ –  wood/tree   

129.   nokʷah   –  my wood   
130.   kʷaht ͡ɬi –  eagle   
131.   tonatih –  sun   
132.   nikan eli miak ʃiwit ͡ɬ –  many herbs 

grow here   
133.   weli –  poder   
134.   e:li –  to grow   
135.   aʃneli –  very much, true   
136.   nelija –  truly   
137.   a:me:li –  spring well   
138.   mili –  field   
139.   milah –  field   
140.   pillistont ͡sin –  # 
141.   liston –  # 
142.   ihlia –  # 
143.   pilt ͡ɬakʷalt ͡sin –  # 
144.   t ͡ɬapipilolhuia –  for use or put on 

earrings   
145.   nitah –  exclamation of surprise, 

pain, anger or sadness   
146.   kiitah –  they see it   
147.   t ͡ɬa:kati –  s/he/it is born   
148.   t ͡ɬa:katki –  s/he/it was born   
149.   t ͡ɬahmat ͡sin –  softly (way of 

speaking)   
150.   wakka –  And then, thus   
151.   wahka –  far   
152.   mikka:tzin –  a dead person   
153.   nikma:ma: –  I carry it   
154.   nikno:tsa –  I call her/him/it   
155.   nikte:ma –  I pour solid things (as 

opposed to liquids)    
156.   nikt ͡ɬehko:ltia: –  I put it on top of 

something else   
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157.   niklekʷe:nia: –  I fold something 
without tearing it   

158.   nikkʷa: –  I eat it   
159.   nikt ͡ʃi:wa –  I do it   
160.   nikka:wa –  I buy it   
161.   nikpija –  I have it   
162.   nihso:wa –  I extend it flat   
163.   nikt ͡sakʷa –  I close it   
164.   nikjo:liltia: –  I revive her/him/it   
165.   nikwa:t ͡sa –  I dry it   
166.   nikahsi –  I touch it   
167.   nika:mahka:wa –  I push the water   
168.   nike:stema – I make blood sausage   
169.   nike:tilia: –  I make heavy (dead 

weight)   
170.   nikihtoa: –  I tell her/him   
171.   niki:to:nalki:ʃtia: –  I make him or 

her sweat   
172.   nikoni –  I drink it   
173.   niko:jilia: –  I shell it    
174.   miak rowente –  many elves   
175.   miak kalli –  many buildings   
176.   miak ma:ko:st ͡ɬi –  many bracelets   
177.   miak nekt ͡ɬi –  much honey   
178.   miak tesiwit ͡ɬ –  much hail   
179.   miak t ͡ɬamant ͡ɬi –  many things   
180.   miak let ͡ʃih –  much milk   
181.   miak kʷawit ͡ɬ –  many trees   
182.   miak t ͡ʃokola:t ͡ɬ –  much chocolate 
183.   miak ʃo:t ͡ʃit ͡ɬ –  many flowers   
184.   miak pit ͡sa:wak –  many sticks   
185.   miak sakawilli –  many zacahuiles 

(large tamales)   
186.   miak t ͡sikt ͡ɬi –  much tree sap   

187.   miak jo:lpa:kilist ͡ɬi –  much 
happiness   

188.   miak waht ͡ɬi –  much amaranth   
189.   miak alaʃoʃ –  many oranges   
190.   miak a:mat ͡ɬ –  many papers   
191.   miak ehe:cat ͡ɬ –  much wind   
192.   miak e:t ͡ɬ –  many beans 
193.   miak istat ͡ɬ –  much salt   
194.   miak iʃkopinkayot ͡ɬ –  may 

photographs   
195.   miak  oht ͡ɬi –  many roads   
196.   o:sto:kt ͡ɬi –  cave  
Wug Words  
197.   ama   
198.   ana   
199.   ata   
200. atla   
201. ala   
202. acua   
203. acha   
204. axa   
205. aka   
206 apa   
207 atza   
208. aya   
209. ahua   
210. aha   
211. aza   
212. aba   
213. ada 
214. aga   
215. afa   
216. arra   
217. ara 


